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PLAYWRIGHT AND AUDIENCE IN THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA 

In the General Introduction to the Mermaid Series, 

John Addington Symonds writes: "What made the playwrights 

of that epoch so great .... was that they lived and 

wrote in fullest sympathy with the whole people. The pub¬ 

lic to which they appealed was the English nation, from 

Elizabeth upon the throne down to the lowest ragamuffin of 

the streets. In the same wooden theatres met lords and 

ladies, citizens and prentices, sailors and working-men, 

pickpockets,‘câmntry-folk, and captains from the wars." 

Similarly, Mr. Allardyce Nicoll comments: "All dramatic 

art depends ultimately for its form and content on the 

audience. The spectators of 1590 gave birth to AS YOU 

Like It: the spectators of 1600 to Hamlet and to Every 

Man in hie Humour: the spectators of 1670 to The Conçuest 

of Granada and to The Man of Mode. Fundamentally, inde¬ 

pendent genius counts for less in the world of the theatre 

than does the general atmosphere of the time: ’the drama’s 

laws the drama’s patrons give’ is a rule which, it seems, 
3 

may never be broken." 

If the spectator in the Elizabethan theatre was so 

potent a factor in the creation of the drama of that epoch, 

if he is to be considered as the motivating power which 

stimulated the playwright to create the species of drama 



we call Elizabethan, it behooves us to attempt a descrip¬ 

tion of the general atmosphere of the time, which condi¬ 

tioned popular taste and was reflected in it, and which 

created the Elizabethan audience. 

It is the aim of this paper to show how the Elizabethan 

drama in its evolution and development was the creature of 

the people who supported it, nnd was conditioned by their 

dramatic tastes., Tfe shall attempt to define the testes of 

the playgoer, and to show how these tastes were formed, re¬ 

sulting from certain foreign and native influences, ^e 

shall then investigate the attitude of the playgoer toward 

the‘theatre, the demands he exacted of the playwrights, end 

his reaction to the plays he witnessed. 

The Elizabethan dramatist was bound to the demands and , 

tastes of the public. The plays he wrote are the result of: 

1). his being, inevitably, a part of his age, ond hence con¬ 

ditioned by the same general tastes as his audience, rnd 2). 

his necessary capitulation to public demand because of his 

attitude towards playwriting and his dependence upon the 

patronage of the public. Having characterized the.popular 

taste, and having considered the attitude of the audience 

toward the theatre, re shall consider the position of the 

playwright in the Elizabethan theatre, his altitude towards 

his profession, and his methods of constructing plays which 

would conform to the desires of his public and satisfy his 

personal taste. 
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Lastly, we shall discuss the relation of playwright 

and audience, considering such questions as the attitude 

of the dramatists towards the audience they wrote for: 

whether they conformed with or rebelled against public de¬ 

mand and popular taste, illustrated by representative ut¬ 

terances from the prefaces, introductions, prologues, and 

epilogues to the plays, and incidental remarks from non- 

dramatic and critical literature of the period. 

I shall begin with a few general remarks which will 

intimate the woope of this paper, and which will adumbrate 

the problems and questions which we shall treat more 

thoroughly in the course of this essay. 

In order to fulfill its function and realize its des¬ 

tiny, art demands freedom; it will not allow bondage or re¬ 

striction. The artist who moves without resistance in the 

currents of his time, who moves in sympathy with the whole 

people, has no great difficulty in achieving immediate 

success with the people for whom he create», if, in the pop¬ 

ular and accepted idiom, he interprets faithfully and exact¬ 

ly what the public feels to be true. He then receives the 

public stamp of approval; he has drawn a faithful and photo¬ 

graphic portrait, and the commissioner of that portrait has 

gone away pleased and satisfied if the artist has portrayed 

him as he thought he should be portrayed, even to the most 

negligible features. His patron has not been disturbed; he 



has not been troubled. He has demanded and received. He 

has found the Gainsborough who will not look through him 

as he sits for his portrait, but only at him, and in a 

favourable and pleasing light. As for the treacherous 

Goya, whose piercing eyes penetrate his lovely peripherum 

and catch the flaws and blotches, the distortions and ab¬ 

normalities, he will have none of him. 

Lope de Vega, who wrote nearly two thousand plays, 

proudly boasted: 

"Y escribo por el arte que inventaron 
Los que el vulga.r apla,uso pretendieron; 
Porque, como las paga el vulgo, es juste 
Hablarle en necio par darle gusto." 3 % 

Goethe, who composed only a few dramae, one alone of which 

towers higher than all the two thousand of Lope de Vega's 

piled end on end, wrote: 

"It is natural that the public should exercise a strong 
influence on art; it -demands a pleasing work in exchange for 
its applause and its money, a work that it can enjoy without 
further ado. Usually the artist will comply willingly 
enough, for he himself is a part of the public, he has grown 
up with it, he has similar needs and he moves in the same di¬ 
rection; so he goes with the crowd which carried him on, 
while he gives it animation. And thus for whole epochs we 
find nations delighted with their artists and their artists 
reflected in them/ while no one suspects that they are all on 
the wrong* path, their ideals one-sided, their art decadent, 
and their progress in the wrong direction." 4 

Goethe’s last four lines constitute an excellent criticism 

of the work of de Vega where great art is concerned. They 

also constitute a most valid criticism of the Elizabethan 

playwrights, with the sole exception of Shakespeare, whose 

genius saved itself, and places him in the category with 

the world's great dramatists. 
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With the Elizabethans, the drama was a public utility, 

a communal possession, handled by the rude and the cultivated 

alike, turned about in the hands of the common and the cul¬ 

tured man, a promiscuous libertine, mingling with the re¬ 

fined and unrefined, bruised and battered at will, until it 

took the shape of those who handled it. It conformed. It 

was the plaything of the people, the toy of the masses. 

True, some few dramatists complained of the ruthlessness of 

the audience, the limitations it imposed. There were some 

few weak Goyas, myriad de Vegas and Gainsboroughs. 

There was no well-developed artistic conscience in the 

Elizabethan dramatist. As the drama was first and foremost 

a commercial enterprise, the playwright was, of necessity, 

a showman, devising tricks to please his audience, on whom 

his success and livelihood depended. Yet, in many cases he 

was able to satisfy his own artistic tastes and the demands 

of the audience simultaneously. We can easily detect the 

showman in Shakespeare in contradistinction to the artist in 

his works. Wè have reason to believe that he enjoyed the 

art of the showman as much as he delighted in the expression 

of his profound vision and fecund imagination. 

Generally, then, we may say that the standard of art 

with regard to the drama was set by the public, and the play¬ 

wright conformed, although many times he strove to improve 

upon it in attempting to guide and direct public taste, as 

we shall see in the case of Ben Jonson, George Chapman, 
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Thomas Dekker, and occasionally of other dramatists. It 

so happened, however, that generally what satisfied the 

public satisfied the dramatist, and as Goethe*s artist in 

the above quotation, the Elizabethan playwright complied 

willingly enough, "for he himself was a part of the public, 

had grown up with it, had similar needs, and moved in the 

same direction." 

It is not until we come to Ben Jonson, and those few 

who felt his influence, that we find in a dramatist a fully 

developed artistio conscience. Jonson*s exalted conception 

of the poet and poetry, and his theory of the function of 

the drama led him to scorn the popular conventions of the 

theatre, and made him a renegade in the ranks of the popu¬ 

lar play-makers, whom he viciously attacked for capitulat¬ 

ing to base popular taste. He openly defied criticism from 

the audience, and his attitude toward popular taste was the 

direct antithesis of that of the Elizabethan playwrights in 

general. 

The Elizabethan drama was the product of playwright a,nd 

audience. As the great Gothic Cathedrals had been created 

out of the democratic collaboration of artist, apprentice, 

and artisan, revealing the hand of each in contrasting gro- 

tesquerie and delicate grace, austere beauty and crude sim¬ 

plicity, so the Elizabethan drama was born of the integrated 

contributions of playwright, courtier, and gallant, gentry, 

merchant, and apprentice. 
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Before playwright, the dramatist was Elizabethan. He 

was so much a part of the people, of his age, that in writ¬ 

ing what he saw and felt he was expressing what his audience, 

what the great mass of his people felt and saw. There were 

no dramatists who withdrew to the Ivory Tower in order to 

observe the actions of their fellow-men, themselves free 

from contamination. The playwright moved with his fellows; 

he mingled in the streets with recusant, cutpurse, and 

scapegrace — sometimes he was the recusant and scapegrace, 

sitting out his time in the pillory or stocks, debauching 

himself in the dark regions of Shoreditch or Whitefriars; 

he sat in the taverns and wassailled with harlot and profli¬ 

gate, was caught in the treachery of the usurer, and fought 

in the ambitious expeditions of his country. Here is why 

the dramatist could write in fullest sympathy with the 

whole people. 

I 

Let us now consider the influence of the Renaissance 

on the Elizabethan: how it effected a change in his out¬ 

look and embellished his inherent dramatic tastes. We 

shall attempt to characterize the Elizabethan as a creature 

of new and vital influences, and show how this change was 

reflected in the drama and in the popular taste which con- 
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ditioned the drama. 

The effects of the Renaissance and the Reformation 

met in England to produce a gigantic innovation in the life 

and outlook of the Elizabethans. Thé awakened interest in 

classical antiquity, the new humanistic conception of man¬ 

kind, brought with them an emancipation of the imagination. 

A new freedom deecended upon the people, lif/ting restraints 

and inhibitions. 

The characters of Marlowe's plays, like Marlowe himself, 

are the embodiment of the Renaissance spirit, with their 

craving for power and achievement, their inordinate lust 

for the superhuman. Tamburlaine speaks of his craving for 

earthly power : 

"Nature, that framed us of four elements, 
Warring within our breasts for regiment, 
Doth teach us all to have aspiring minds. 
Our souls, whose faculties can comprehend 
The wondrous architecture of the world, 
And measure every wand*ring planet's course, 
Still climbing after knowledge infinite, 
And always moving as the restless spheres, 
Wills us to wear ourselves and never rest 
Until we reach the ripest fruit of all, 
That perfect bliss and sole felicity, 5 
The sweet fruition of an earthly crown." 

"An earthly crownJ" How different from the timorous, humble 

man of the Middle Ages, who kept his gaze ever on the 

heavens, lying heavily in the chains of ascetism and obscure 

symbolism, awaiting the heavenly diadem. Dr. Faustus would 

direct the destinies of men, even subdue and control the 

universe, with his powerful mind and copious learning: 

"0, what a world of profit and delight, 
Of power, of honor, of omnipotence 
Is promised to the studious artisan! 
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All things thact move between the quiet poles 
Shall be at my command. Emperors and kings 
Are but obeyed in their several provinces, 
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds; 
But his dominion that exceeds in this 
Stretcheth as far as doth the mind of man. 
A sound magician is a mighty god. 6 
Here, Faustus, try thy brains to gain a deity.” 

Thus two facets of the many-sided character of the man of 

the Renaissance are given to us by Marlowe in Faustus and 

Tamburlaine. In Barrabas, the Jew of Malta, he portrays a 

third: that of the love of and striving for material power. 

In contradistinction to the Renaissance tenets of life, 

a code of morals established on the principle of "thou shalt 

not” was set up by the leaders of the Reformation. The 

spirit of Puritanism entered in great destructive strides, 

condemning and reviling all manner of pleasure and entertain¬ 

ment that tended toward excessive gayety and took the mind 

away from man’s spiritual destiny. From this side came the 

attacks on the stage, on music, on dancing, on any and all 

forms of popular indulgence, in bitter and violent invec- 

tive. 

During her extended occupancy of the throne of England, 

Elizabeth enjoyed the implicit faithofthe greater part of 

her people. The popular belief in the divinity of the Orown- 

the ’divinity that doth hedge a king’ — behooved, the sub- 7 
1 

jects to a loyalty that was untrammelled by distrust and 

doubt, a loyalty and devotion that manifest^ its sincerity 

in the frequent solicitations to the Queen on the question 
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of her marriage and successor to the throne. The rambling 

and awkward admonition delivered to the Queen in Garboduc 

illustrates the concern of her people over her destiny as 

well as that of the nation. Elizabeth was beloved by her 

people, and her love of culture and learning brought many 

men of letters to her feet. Indeed, her love of the drama 

led her to defend the stage against the frequent attacks 

of the city authorities, and her tastes were probably a 

stimulus to the formation of similar ones by the people, 

who shared her penchant for drama and poetry. 

The turbulent period under Elizabeth afflicted men with 

unrest and ambition. England was rapidly expanding; mer¬ 

chants were establishing new routes of trade and commerce 

on the sea, bringing new wealth into London, the center of 

this maze of activity. Sailors, soldiers, merchants, trades¬ 

men, apprentices, applicants for entrance in the Universi¬ 

ties and the Inns of Court, young wits seeking preferment 

at Court, all crowded into London, ambitious, zealous for 

adventure, eager for glory abroad or at home. London be¬ 

came a sort of El dorado to the seekers of fortune from the 

provinces and shires of England; she was rapidly assuming 

the character of a metropolis, offering valuable advantages 

to thoae who wouid come in. 

From the journeys and adventures of merchants and 

travelers, the Elizabethan heard amazing stories of new dis¬ 

coveries and rare, marvellous sights. The quick and lively 
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imagination of these people, so ready to cooperate with the 

dramatist in his plays upon a crude stage by fancying marble 

halls where they saw a rude symbolic chair and table, by 

following his elaborate poetic description rather than the 

realistic scenic representation before them, this imagina¬ 

tive faculty which admitted witchcraft and magic to be true, 

and ghosts and devils to be real, seized stories and des¬ 

criptions of distant places and phenomenal creatures and 

gave to them an exotic charm and romantic allure, and they 

loved to see them represented in the romantic plays upon the 

stages of their theatres. A facile credulity in the mar¬ 

vellous and the supernatural allowed the Elizabethans to be¬ 

lieve in the ghosts in Hamlet and Macbeth as sincerely as 

they believed in those they met in the dark fields on wet 

winter nights, or heard breathlessly described by some gossip 

or shepherd sent screaming into an inn or peasant's dwelling 

on a country road; it allowed them to believe in the obscure 

necromancy of Sacrapant, the conjuror in Peele's Old Wives1 

Tale, and to accept Doctor Faustus* marvellous feats of magic 

as true and quite possible. Thus the national credulity that 

so well characterized the audience in the theatre, and in 

turn had its effect upon the character of plays presented 

before them, was heightened and stimulated by the broadened 

experience of venturesome and ambitious Elizabethans. 

In the Epistle Dedicatory to the Principal Voyages of 

the English Nation by Richard Hakluyt, the famous Elizabethan 
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geographer, the author speaks of his early fascination for 

the study of geography and travel and his determination to 

pursue such studies when he became of age. After studying 

at Oxford, Hakluyt went into Prance with Sir Edward Stafford, 

where he heard other nations “extolled for their discoveries 

and enterprises by sea, but the English . . . either igno- 
7 

miniously reported or exceedingly condemned." Finding 

that no one in his country was sufficiently qualified to 

undertake the defense of England, Hakluyt writes that he set 

out at once to make known to the world the great accomplish¬ 

ments of the explorers of his nation "in search of the most 

opposite corners and quarters of the world, and to speak 

plainly, in compassing the vast globe of the earth, more 

than once have excelled all the nations and people of the 
8 

earth." Hakluyt’s deep pride in his country was shared 

by his fellow-Elizabethans. The growing national pride de¬ 

manded plays on the stage that dealt with the glorious past 

of England, and the great deeds of past Kings and Nobles. 

While Englishmen traveled and reported the wondrous sights 

and accomplishments of other countries, they, too, were in¬ 

spired with a determination to exalt England and England’s 

glory. The chronicle plays on their stages infused the 

spectators with pride for their country, past and present, 

and beyond drama they were great utterances of national pride. 

Thomas Nashe praises the drama for resurrecting the valiant 

acts of England's heroes of the past, and defends the drama 
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on the grounds that in the chronicle ulays it has inspired 

greater- love and respect for England; 

"Hay, what if I nrooue playes to he no ectreame; hut a 
rare exercise of vertue? First, for the subiect of them 
(for the most part) it is borrowed out of our English 
Chronicles, wherein our forefathers valiant nets'(that 
haue line long buried in rustic brasse and worme-eaten 
bookes) are reuiued, and they themeelues raised from the 
3-raue of Obliuion, and brought to please their aged 
Honours in open presence; than which, what can be a 
sharper renroofe to these degenerate effeminate dayes of 
ours? How would it haue ioyed braue Talbot (the terror 
of the French) to thinke,that after he had lyne two hun¬ 
dred yeares in his Tombe, hee should triumphe againe on 
the Stage, and heue his bones newe embalmed with the 
teares of ten thousand spectators at least (at oeuerall 
times), who, in the Tragedian that represents his person, 
imagine they behold him fresh bleeding." 9 

The dramatists penchant for the treatment of the 

darker and less honorable aspects of the nation's past 

history concurs with the medieval definition of tragedy. 

The playwrights found excellent dramatic material in 

the turbulent and troublesome reigns of past notorious 

kings, and presented them as warnings to their contempo- 

xaries, against the repetition of such crimes and ini¬ 

quities. 

The daily life of the Elizabethan was surrounded 

by cruel deeds of violence. Penalty for infraction of 
» 

the law, even to the extent of minor misdeenonors , 
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took the form of various brutal and severe punishments. A 

record of 1591 tells of the punishment of a seditious per¬ 

son, one Nicholas Haselwood, "yeoman, who was found guilty 

of having spoken with malice and feloniously against the 

Queen, saying that he desired and wished her death; and 

further that he hoped to see his enemies burnt at Smith- 

field before Michaelmas. He pleaded not guilty of felony, 

but guilty of contempt and trespass and is sentenced to 

be put on the pillory, with a paper setting forth his 
10 

offence over his head. " In the Description of England. 

1587, Harrison writes: "The greatest and most greeuous 

punishment vsed in England, for such as offend against the 

state, is drawing from the prison to the place of execu- 
f 

tion vpon an hardie or sled, where they are hanged till 

they be halfe dead, and then taken downe, and quartered 

(aliue) after that, their members and bowels are cut from 

their bodies, and throwne into a fire prouided neere hand 

and within (their owne) sight, euen for the same purpose. 

Sometimes, if the,±respasse be not the more hainous, they 
11 

are suffered to hang till they be quite dead." 

Playwrights and actors were often condemned to punish¬ 

ment for seditious activity in the theatre. As early as 

1554 we find players punished for such offences: "On the 

30 day of May was a playre set in the pèlore, and had his 
% 

ere nayled to the pelore, for utteryng lyes, rumours and 
12 

sedyssious words in a enterlud." 



Drummond relates the punishment barely escaped by Jonson, 

Chapman, and Marston, for attacking the Scots in Eastward 

Hoe: 

15 

“He was dilated by Sir James Murray to the King, for 
wrritting something against the Scots, in a play Eastward Hoe, 
and voluntarly imprissonned himself with Chapman and Marston, 
who had written it amongst them. The report was, that they 
should then (have) had their ears cut and noses. After their 
delivery, he banqueted all his friends; there was Camden, 
Selden, and others; at the midst of the feast his old Mother 
dranke to him, and shew him a paper which she had (if the 
sentence had taken execution) to have mixed in the prisson 
among his drinke, which was full of lustie strong poison, and 
that she was no churle, she told, she minded first to have 
drunk of it herself." 13 

The attitude of Jonson's mother is characteristic of the 

stoic will of the Elizabethan and is to be found in many 

plays of the time. This fearless, resolute, stoical attitude 

toward danger and death brought the Elizabethan to the 

theatre to sit breathlessly delighted as Cleopatra put the 

asp to her breast, or while Gertrude of Denmark fell to the 

floor, dead from the poisoned cup, or while Gloucester's 

eyes were gouged out before them, and roared with applause 

at the end. 

Such cruelties were common experiences with the Eliza¬ 

bethan. The rotten skulls of traitors nodded over London 

Bridge in the wind as he passed along his way; to his right 

or left along the streets he might see a rogue gasping in 

the pillory. If he was fortunate enough on his journey 

abroad, perhaps he could see a bawd drawn shamefully through 

the streets, in a cart, and add a derisive deprecation to 

the great exclamations of ridicule and nlockery screamed to 
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her by passersby, apprentices, and merchants, ready to cast 

the first stone and then perhaps make an assignation with 

her accomplice in some playhouse the following afternoon. 

Frequently residents abroad in London could see bodies hang¬ 

ing from trees, or, if they desired, could witness a public 

hanging on the gallows. Harrison list s some of the punish¬ 

ments common in England during Elizabeth's reign: 

"If a woman poison hir husband, she is burned aliue; if 
the servant kill his master he is to be executed for petie 
treason; he that poisoneth a man is to be boiled to death in 
water or lead . . . Periurie is punished by the pillorie, 
burning in the forehead with the letter P . . . . and losse 
of als his mooueables. Manie trespasses also are punished 
by the cutting of one or both eares from the head of the of- 
fendor, as the vtterance of seditious words against the ma¬ 
gistrates, fraimakers, petie robbers, etc. Roges are burned 
through the eares; cariers of sheepe out of the land, by the 
losse of their hands; such as killp by poison, are either 
(boiled or) skalded to death in lead or seething water. 
Heretikes are burned quicke; harlots and their mates, by 
carting, ducking, and dooing of open penance (in sheets, in 
churches, and market steeds,) are often put to rebuke." 14 

Henry Machyn records various punishments witnessed about 

1556-7 in London: 

"The xix day of May was dran from the Towre unto Tyborne 
captain Wylliam Stantun, and ther hangyd an quartered, and 
ys hed sett on London bryge the morow after." 15 

"The xix day of Desember was slayne with-owt the weste 
dore of Powlles on master Wynborne gentyllman (of) Suffoke, 
by Wylliam North and ys man, he dwellyng at sant Ane chyrche- 
yerd, with a foyne slayne." 16 

"The iij day of May dyd ryd in a cart a-bowt London a 
woman that dwelt at Quen-heyffe at the hott howsse, for a 
bawde." 17 

It is natural, then, that the Elizabethan should not 

shrink from the display of violence on the stage, having seen 

exhibitions of it daily in the streets. Indeed, he expected 
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some show of violence in the plays he witnessed, and the 

sight of Kent in the stocks must have elicited the same 

delight and spirit of mockery within him as that he ex¬ 

perienced when he saw similar sights on the streets. No 

wonder he chose Seneca instead of Sophocles and Euripides 
t0** 1

 —J 

as model for his tragedies. The Elizabethan had been con¬ 

ditioned early to the sight of torture and bloodshed. Not 

only the punishments by the state gave him this opportunity, 

but public amusements and pastimes freely offered him sights 

of cruelty and savagery. He went eagerly to the bear-gardens 

to howl at the bears by name,‘goading the dogs on to torture 

and vex them until they fought savagely for their live and 

usually lost it in pools of blood. The cook-pits offered 

him the same sights. Even the popular games were sometimes 

exceedingly rough and the participants unconscionably ruth¬ 

less in attempting to wound and bring the blood from their 

opponents. 

The personal lives of the dramatists attest to the 

lechery and profligacy prevalent in London in the Elizabethan 

Age. Greene1s dissolute and unprincipled life before his 

conversion is a representative example. London was infested 

with various agents of immorality, and it was because the 

theatre attracted such an obnoxious class that the city ob¬ 

jected so strenuously to its prosperity and the Puritans 

called down the wrath of God upon the "sinks of sin." 

The Elizabethan temperament was a strange mixture of 
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gentleness and humility, savage impulse and rude cruelty. 

The dual nature of the Elizabethan is explained by three 

foreign visitors to London. Dr. Levinus Lemnius makes 

this observation: 

“Therefore, franc>ely to utter whet I thinc’-e of the 
incredible curtesie and frendlines of soeache and affabili¬ 
ty used in this famous reolme, I muste needes confesse it 
doth surmount and carye away the priche and price of al 
others.” 18 

A French visitor to London remarks; 

"En Angleterre y a une fort cruelle justice, cor pour 
un rien foront mourir un honnie." 19 

Another French visitor characterises the English as; 

"Le peuple fier & séditieux, 8. de mauvaise conscience, A 20 
infidelle a leur parole, comme il est appert par experience." 

The Elizabethan teste for violence and brutality wos. 

the result of an overflow of spirit. His everyday life war 

a sort'of wild exaggeration, a life of extremes, because 

suddenly given wings end a boundless s>y in which to fly, he 

hnd to find the limits of his new strength, and he shot up 

too high. Until he could examine and vnow the heights, un¬ 

til he could plumb the depths, he could not soar along the 

smooth path of the golden mean. "Our nation is free, stout, 

hautie, nrodigall of life and bloud," says Sir Thomas Snith, 
31 

in the Oommonwen1th of England. This free, unrestrained 

spirit explains the utter denial of all authority in the 

creation of a drama which was so completely an expression 

of the exuberance and prodigality of the national character. 

It explains the Elizabethan’s choice of Seneca as model in 
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dramaturgy, who set before them a bloody parade of murders 

and atrocious crimes. Such was the Elizabethan’s common 

experience and heritage, and he expected to see it, demanded 

and loved such sights in the plays he witnessed. For the 

common and refined alike, plays such as Tamburlaine. The 

Spanish Tragedy. Garboduc. and other Senecan tragedies of 

blood were a form of pleasure to indulge along with bear- 

baiting and cock-fights, and the complaints of the bear 

wardens that plays were paleing the attraction of their 

arenas give evidence of this fact. 

The love of spectacle had been bred in the English 

genius since the days of the great Mystery Cycles. Great 

feast days and civic holidays were celebrated with elabo¬ 

rate shows and pageants. Elizabeth's custom of ostentatious 

progresses through her realm was another manifestation of 

this popular penchant for spectacle and pompous display. 

The love of noise, lively action, and turmoil wrote scenes 

of many of their plays, and they would not sit through a 

performance unless there was constant and rapid change of 

scene and varied and animated action. What place could the 

unities and classical laws of dramaturgy have in the dramas 

of such a people? "They are powerful in the field, success¬ 

ful against their enemies, impatient of any thing like 

slavery; vastly fond of great noises that fill the ear, such 

as the firing of cannon, drums, and the ringing of bells, 

so that it is common for a number of them, that have got a 
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glass in their heads, to go up into some belfry, and ring 

the bells for hours together, for the sake of exercise,M 

22 
writes Levinus Lemnius. Imagine the reaction of such a 

people to the subtle, refined drawing-room comedies of our 

present-day Noel Coward, or to the static, intellectual 

drama of a Maeterlinck, or even an Ibsen. Shakespeare, 

supreme artist though he was, capitulated to this spirit 

in his audience, and he presented battles on the stage, 

frequent alarums, great crowds in agitation, surprises, 

shocks, and loud turmoil, all for their delight and satis¬ 

faction, as well, perhaps, as for his own, for he too was 

an Elizabethan. 

In spite of the apparent insensitiveness of the Eliza¬ 

bethans to cruelty and sights of horror, one must not for¬ 

get the manifestations of the other side of that dual na¬ 

ture, found almost as frequently in the plays of the time. 

The spirit of warm hospitality in the inns and homes of 

the country folk, the conviviality of the "Merrie English" 

over a cup of "nut-brown toast" and "crabs laid in the fir# 

are traits of a fine, humble spirit. The simple heroism 

of George a Greene, the pinner of Wakefield, and the valor 

of Robin Hood, his prototype, were also a part of the Eliza¬ 

bethan character, and he loved to see these subjects repre¬ 

sented on the stage as well as the display of strife and 

violence. His love of poetry was not restricted to stately 

speeches of nobles and lords, to high-flung oaths against 
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murderers and traitors, or passionate protestations of love 

and ambition. He loved as well the simple beauty of arca¬ 

dian scenes and pastoral settings, the poignant lament of 

Oenone in Peele's Arraignment of Paris. and the naive vows 

of fidelity of the “fair maid of Fressingfield" in The 

Pinner of Wakefield. 

The English people had a very early education in and 

acquaintance with dramatic representation. The germ of the 

drama found the English genius susceptible early in the 

national history; we see early symptoms of its infection in 

the traditional folk-games, sword dances, ballads, and min¬ 

strels. It was nurtured in the Miracles and Mysteries, and 

gradually metamorphosed into the powerful virus which pro¬ 

duced the Elizabethan Drama, infecting the whole nation and 

causing a violent reaction in the whole people, which puri¬ 

tan and church and state stigmatized as a malicious, deadly 

disease, related to the plague germ, and springing from the 

same source, but an infection that spread rapidly into a 

national epidemic and soon raged in full strength because 

it was hereditary and uneradicable from the earliest genera¬ 

tions. From the thirteenth century, and perhaps earlier, 

the Church had fostered dramatic representation. The English 

had been conditioned to speech and action, spectacle and 

sound for three centuries, and thus there had taken place 

the formation of a dramatic taste within them. In the 



Coventry tragedies of blood they had seen upon the scoffold 

the havoc and brutality they had witnessed in the cocv-pits, 

the beer-gardens, and along the streets as they hnd passed 

pillory and gallows. Elizabethan drama is deeply rooted in 

the miro.cles and moral plays of medieval times. The early 

representation of Biblical story and scriptural history had 

made articulate their tastes ond proclivities. They must 

have laughter; they must see their neighbors upon the scaf¬ 

folds in Cain or Foah; they must have action and high-flun" 

poetry that thrills. Very soon they transformed the Bibli¬ 

cal play into a reproduction of contemporary London life, 

alive with shrews, gossips, tyrants, recusants, shepherds, 

and noblemen. ïïhen John Ileyrood found the didactic drains 

wcming in effect, he brought before the people the inter¬ 

lude to mave them leugh end nothing more. Even the morali¬ 

ties ceased to be burdened with jejune symbolism and alle¬ 

gory, for soon they were transformed into a living commentery 

on current questions of educetion, on political controver¬ 

sies, end religious problems of the day. So while the early 

drama was in the process of development, it was a malleable, 

nebulous thing, in the hands of the people, who witnessing 

its performance, moulded it in the shape which they desired 

it to ta>e. The drama was a n*reat national utterance, end 

thus it was a revelation and expression of the myriad com¬ 

plexities of life which had just been released unon 

them lihe an avalanche, to be lived out and 
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plumbed to its fullest. 

Thus the years preceding Elizabeth had given the Eng¬ 

lish the appreciation for and acquaintance with dramatic 

representation, and had taught them to feel the drama as a 

personal possession. They set the course which it was to 

follow as a personal and national expression. A critical 

audience "was evolving, critical because it felt itself 

father to the drama, and reserved the right to influence 

its destiny. There was no barrier between spectator and 

player as we somehow feel today when we sit in the theatre. 

Because the player had once been perhaps a member of a 

guild or a student at University or Law Court, he was first 
1 

a part of the people, next the actor. The actor was no in¬ 

habitant of a world apart as he appears to be today. The 

people had very early embraced the drama, had 1 taken it in. » 

'The scaffolds and pageant wagons of the great mystery cycles 

had allowed the standing public to come to the very edge of 

the acting platform, and sometimes the actors leaped into 

the frenzied audience to mingle and sport among the specta-. 

tors. Because of this early intimate acquaintance with thé 

drama and actor, the spectator later felt no reticence in 

climbing upon the very stage to occupy stools there during 

the performance, or to cry out imprecations upon bad actors, 

or to hiss at dull scenes. The drama was the mutual ward 

and possession of playwright and audience. Today the spec¬ 

tator in the “theatre often has the feeling that he has come 
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as a privileged guest to hear some ponderous oracle de¬ 

livered over the footlights to him toy some prophet. The 

footlights are always there, between him and the action on 

the stage, and as a result there is seldom that fusion of 

spirit between audience and player so necessary in the art 

of the drama. The drama of the Elizabethans, like that of 

the Greeks, arose out of a universal spirit, the contribu¬ 

tion of all the people, the result of a great national need, 

a great national expression. Thus we see that the combina¬ 

tion of native folk tradition — games, dances, and mimetic 

representations — and the new release of spirit from the 

wave of the Renaissance, with all its exaggerated emphasis 

upon living to the full, killing and caressing, praying and 

execrating, the craze for surprise, excitement, action, and 

spectacle, this combination of impulses characterized the 

popular taste, and the offerance of the playwrights was con¬ 

strained to meet the demand conditioned by such tastes. 

Abundant translations of the classics contributed to 

the literary tastes of the people and gave stories and plots 

to the theatres. The classics were being "Englished** by 

such men as Jasper Heywood, who made a translation of Seneca 

in 1559, and Nicholls, who translated Thucydides into English 

in 1550; by Phaer, who rendered Virgil into English in 1579; 

by North, whose English redaction of Plutarch in 1579 served 

as a rich mine for ambitious playwrights; by Golding, who 

translated Ovid in 1565; and by Chapman, whose Homer, trans- 
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lated in 1598, moved Keats to write his well-known eulogy* 

Italian stories stimulated the!imagination of the playgoer 
I 

and reading public, Ascham warns young men against "fonde 

bookes, of .late translated out of Italian into English, 

sold in every shop in London; commended by honest titles, 

the sooner to corrupt honest manners; dedicated over boldly 

to virtuous and honorable personages, the easilier to be- 
23 

guile simple and innocent wits." Such stories stimulated 

the popular imagination to a delight in the exotic and ro¬ 

mantic, and furnished the playwright with abundant material 

for plays of romantic themes set in foreign places. The 

list of favorite romances and ballads in the library of 

«Captain Cox’ mentioned by Robert Laneham gives us an idea 

of the type of literature read by the Elizabethan, 'and 
t 

shows us the direction toward which their tastes tended. 

Laneham writes: 

"...... great ouersight hath he in matters of storie: t 

For, az for king Arthurz book, Huon of Burdeaus, The foour 
suns of Aymon, Beuys of Hampton, The squyr of lo degree, 
The knight of courtesy, and the Lady Faguell, Frederik of 
Gene, Syr Elgamoour, Sir Tryamoour, Sir Lamwell, Syr Isen- 
bras, Syr Gawyn, Olyuer of the Castl, Lucres and Eurialus, 
Virgil's life, The castle of Ladiez, The wido Edyth, The 
King & the Tanner, Frier Rous, Howleglas, Gargantua, Robin- 24 
hood, Adambel, Clim of the dough, & William of Cloudesly," 

and numerous others of the same calibre. One can therefore 

see why the audience demanded romances of chivalry, heroes, 

damsels in distress, and similar situations in the plays, 

and why, in The Knight of the Burning Pestle, the Citizen 

and his Wife demand that Rafe, their apprentice, though he 
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must “present something notably in honor of the commons of 

the city,” must take the stature of a wandering knight, 

for "Rafe plays a stately part, and he must needs have 

shawns." The citizen grocer says: "I will have him a gro¬ 

cer, and he shall do admirable things." His wife answers: 

"Let him kill a lion with a nestle, husbandl Let him kill 
25 

a lion with a pestlel" This preoccupation with things 

foreign and romantio led Gosson to exclaim, in The Schoole 

of Abuse : "We have robbed Greece of Gluttonie, Italy of 

wantonesse, Soain of oride, France of deceit, and Dutchland 
26 

of quaffing." In his Plays confuted in Fiue Actions, 

Gosson further accuses the dramatists of pillaging novels, 

tales, and histories for plots: 

"I may boldly say it, because I have seen it, that The 
Palace of Pleasure, The Golden Ass, The Aethiopian History, 
Amadis of France, and The Round Table, bawdy comedies in 
Latin, French, Italian, and Spanish, have been thoroughly 
ransaked to furnish the playhouses in London." 27 

We have characterized the popular taste in the Eliza¬ 

bethan Age and discussed the elements which conditioned that 

taste and which figured in its evolution and development. 

Let us now consider the attitude of the public toward the 

drama. 

The attitude of the Elizabethan public toward the drama 

was similar to that of present-day entertainment seekers, in 

search of the unique, the spectacular, and the diverting. 

Generally, the playhouse must have meant to the Elizabethan 
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a place where he could have a hilariously good time. To 

many it superseded Paul's Walk, and perhaps they forwent 

the frequenting of that popular meeting-place and 'public 

square' for the playhouse, where they might meet friends, 

display their fashionable dress, mate new acquaintances, 

hear the the current news of the day, and speculate on the 

latest adventures of their country. Indeed, what made the 

playhouse so popular was the fact that almost anything 

might happen there. The drama became the latest fad, the 

preeminent popular pastime. The theatre fulfilled many 

functions which were extra-theatrical. It provided the 

Elizabethan public with everything which is now provided 

by the newspaper, the radio, the circulating library, the 

cinema and the concert hall. Indeed, the Elizabethan,being 

so impressionable a creature, and so susceptible to the 

power of words, may have many times gone to the theatre 

merely to observe his fellow-Londoners, or to enjoy the 

social intercourse, and have found himself unexpectedly 

rapt before some stirring scene which made him drop fruit, 

nuts, table-book, or the hand of his fair gentlewoman ac¬ 

quaintance to applaud enormously. 

The public celebrations and the civic pageants on 

national holidays and days of special civic festivals had 

drawn crowds from the outlying shires and provinces to view 

the spectacle with delight. The playhouse offered much the 

same opportunity. In the epilogue to Eastward Ho. by 
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Marston, Quicksilver makes this comparison between crowds 

in the playhouse and at public pageants: 

"Stay, sir, I perceive the multitude are gather*d 
Together to view our coming out at the Counter. See 
If the streets and the Fronts of the Houses be not 

Thick 
With people, and the windows fill*d with ladies as on 
The solemn day of the pageantJ 
0 may you find in this our pageant here 
The same contentment which you came to seek, 

, And as that show but draws you once a year 
May this attract you hither once a week." 

Indeed, the new opportunity to experience as frequently as 

they wished the delight similar to that they found in the 

public celebrations made many Londoners habitues of the 

playhouses. The theatre was barnacled then, as now, with 

the. dilettante, the indolent, and the aesthete. "Fuscus,"^ 

an Elizabethan caricature by 8ir John Davies, was no doubt 

one of these: 

"First, he doth rise at ten; and at eleven 
He goes to GyIs, where he doth eate till one; 
Then sees a Play till sixe; and sups at seven; 
And, after supper, straight to bed is gone; 
And there till ten next day he doth remaine, 
And then he dines; and sees a Comedy; 
And then he suppes, and goes to bed againe; 28 
Thus round he runs without variety.  " 

An enthusiastic playgoer of about 1599, Everard Guilpin, 

speaks of the independence of his private life, which enables 

him to frequent the playhouses whenever he wishes: 

"Here may I sit, yet walke to Westminster 
And heare Fitzherbert, Plowden, Brooks, or Dier 
Canuas a law-case: or if my dispose 
Perswade me to a play, I*le to the Hose, 
Or Curtaine, one of Plautus Comedies 29 
Or the Patheticke Spaniards Tragedies " 
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Letoy, a character in Brome*8 Antipodes, in uttering, his 

love of plays and players is probably representative of 

the typical Elizabethan* s preference for plays .to"? the 

more conventional and traditional national pastimes; 

"I love the quality of Playing I, I love a Play with 
all 

My heart, a good one: and a Player that is 
A good one too, with all my heart: As for the poets, 
Ho men love them, I thinke, and therefore 
I write all my playes my selfe, and make no doubt 
Some of the Court will follow 
Me in that too. Let my fine Lords 
Talke o* their Horse-tricks, and their Jockies, that 
Can out-talke them. Let the Gallants boast 
Their May-games, Play-games, and their Mistresses, 
X love a Play in my plaine cloaths, I 30 
And laugh.upon the Actors and in their brave ones." 

Judging from the frequent notices of visits to playhouses 

in his diary and account book, Sir Humphrey Mildmay must 
% 

have been an habitual playgoer. It is interesting that he 
31 

places plays in the same category with "other foleyes." 

That the playgoer came ready to criticize if the play 

varied from what he had expected is evinced by the prologue 

to The Roaring Girle, by Dekker and Middleton: 

"A Play (expected long) makes the Audience looke 
For wonders: that each Scene should be a booke, 
Compos*d to all perfection; each one comes 
And brings a play in* 8 head with him; vp he summes, 
What he would of a Roaring Girle haue writ; 33 
Xf that he findes not here, he mewes at it." 

Edmund Gayton, in Festiviois Notes on Don Quixote. 1654, 

makes the following observations on the audience in the play¬ 

houses he visited: 

"Men come not to study at'a playhouse, but love such 
expressions and passages which with ease insinuate themselves 
into their capacities. Lingua, that learned comedy of the 
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contention betwixt the five senses for the superiority, is 
not to be prostituted to the common stage, but is only pro¬ 
per for an academy! to bring them Jack Drum's Entertain¬ 
ment, Greene's Tu Quoque, The Devil of Edmonton, and the 
like; or if it be on holidays, when Sailors,* Watermen, 
Showmakers, Butchers, and Apprentices, are at leisure, then 
it is good policy to amaze those violent spirits with some 
tearing tragedy full of fights and skirmishes, as the 
Guelphs and Ghibbelines, Greeks and Trojans, or The Three 
London Apprentices, which commonly ends in six acts, the 
spectators frequently mounting the stage, and making a more 
bloody catastrophe among themselves than the players did. 
I have known upon one of these festivals, but especially at 
Shrovetide, where the players have been appointed, notwith¬ 
standing their bills to the contrary, to act what the major 
part of the company had a mind to; sometimes Tamerlaine, 
sometimes Jugurth, sometimes The Jew of Malta, and sometimes 
parts of all these; and at last, none of the three taking, 
they were forced to undress and put off their tragic habits, 
and conclude the day with The Merry Milkmaids. And unless 
this were done, and popular humor satisfied, as sometimes 
it- so fortuned that the players were refractory, the benches, 
the tiles, the laths, the stones, the oranges, apples, nuts, 
flew about most liberally; and as there mere mechanics of 
all professions, who fell every one to his trade, and dis¬ 
solved a house in an instant, and make a ruin of a stately 
fabric. It was not then the most mimical nor fighting man, 
Fowler nor Andrew Cane, could pacify: prologues nor epi¬ 
logues would prevail; the devil and the fool were quite out 
of favour: nothing but noise and tumult fills the house, 
until a cog take them, and then to the bawdy-houses and re¬ 
form them, and instantly to the Bank-side, where the poor 
bears must conclude the riot and fight twenty dogs at a 
time, beside the butchers which sometimes fell into the ser¬ 
vice: this performed, and the horse and jackanapes for a jig, 
they had sport enough that day for nothing." 33 

Such an audience was certainly one to be feared by the play¬ 

wright. 

It was just these "unjudicious" spectators to whom the 

dramatists so strenuously objected at times — those, like 

Sly, in the Induction to Marston's Malcontent, who assert: 

"....any man that hath wit may censure, if he sit in the 

twelve-penny room." The prologue to Shirley's The Example 
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complains : 

«Nay, he that in the parish never was 
Thought fit to be o’ the jury, has a place 
Here, on the bench, for sixpence; and dares sit, 
And boast himself commissioner of wit: 
Which though he want he can condemn with oaths, 
As much as they that wear the purple clothes, 
Robes, I should say, on whom, i' the Roman state, 
Some ill-look*d stage-keepers, like lietors wait, 
With pipes for fasces,* while another bears 
Three-footed stools instead of ivory chairs. 
This is a destiny to which we bow, 
For all are innocent but the poets now...« 

True, the inevitable censure of some members of the 

audience was a destiny to which the playwrights were con¬ 

strained «to bow", but not without occasional complaint 
% 

from many of them. The refractory Ben Jonson refused to 

yield, and in the prologues and inductions to some of his 
* 4 

plays he‘f consistently takes the opportunity of telling his 

audience so in a none too courteous tone. In The Case is 

Altered. Valentine describes the customary actions of an 

audience at a new play: 

"But the sport is, at a new play, to observe the sway, 
and variety of opinion that passeth it. A man shall have 
such a confused mixture of judgment poured out in the 
throng there, as ridiculous as laughter. One says, he likes 
not the writing, another likes not the playing: and some¬ 
times a fellow that comes not there past once in five years, 
at a Parliament time or so, will be as deep mired in cen¬ 
suring as the best, and swear by God*s foot he would never 
stir his foot to see a hundred such as that is .... They 
have taken such a habit of dislike in all things, that they 
will approve nothing, be it never so conceited or elaborate; 
but sit dispersed, making faces and spitting, wagging their 
upright ears, and cry ‘filthyI filthyl* simply uttering 
their own condition, and using their wryed countenances, 
instead of vice, to turn the good aspects of all that shall 
sit near them what they behold." 34 

In Dekker's Gulls Hornbook there are valuable instruc- 
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tions given to the gallant regarding behavior in a play- 
t 

house. Satirically, Decker emphasizes the dependence of 

the playwright upon the patronage and affluence of the 

spectators, and their privilege to express freely their 

opinion of the play before them. 

"The theater," he says, "is your Poets Royal Exchange, 
vpon which their Muses, (yt are now. turnd to Merchants,) 
meeting, barter away that light commodity of words for a 
lighter ware then words, Plaudites, and the breath of the 
great Beast; which (like the threatnings of two Cowards) 
vanish all into air. Plaiers and their Factors, who put 
away the stuffe, and ma,ke the best of it they possibly can 
(as indeed tis their parts so to doe) your Gallant, your 
Courtier, and your Capten had wont to be the soundest pay- 
maisters; and I thinke are still the surest chapmen: and 
these, by means that their heades are well stockt, deale 
vpon this comical freight by the grosse: when your Ground¬ 
ling, and gallery-Commoner buyes his sport by the penny, 
and, like a Hagler, is glad to vtter it againe by retail¬ 
ing." 35 

Since there is such great freedom of judgment in the play¬ 

house, Dekker continues, 

"Allowing a stoole as well to the Farmers sone as to your 
Templer: that your Stinkard has the selfe-same libertie to 
be there in his Tobacco-Fumes, which your sweet Courtier 
hath: and that your Car-man and Tinker claime as strong a 
voice in their suffrage, and sit to giue iudgement on the 
plaies life and death, as well as the prowdest Momus among 
the tribes of Critick: It is fit yt hee, whom the most 
tailors bils do make roorae for, when he comes, should not 
be basely (like a vyoll) casd vp in a corner." 36 

Dekker provides the gull with other priceless instructions 

in theatre etiquette. He must sit on the stage, attract 

the attention of as many as he may, and "it shall crowne 

you with rich commendation, to laugh alowd in the middest 

of the most serious and saddest scene of the terriblest 

Tragedy.." for, he says, this is the custom of the Lords 
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ond the imi^hts who are "Awes to the Lords end the Inns of 
37 

Court men, who is Za.ny to the mights.” Should the 

pliant be inrulted by the "l^y, or perchance find it dull 

nnd wish to exnress hie judpment nnd opinion in the most 

cogent manner, Debver advices; 

" you shall disgrace him worse £the writer or 
actorj  if,, in the middle of his play .... you rise 
with P, screwd and discontented face from your ctoole to be 
pone; no matter whether the Scenes be pood or no; the 
better they are the worse do you distast then: and, beeinp 
on your feet, snem-e not away libe a coward, but salute all 
your gentle acquaintance, that are spread either on the 
rushes, or on stoolec about you, and draw wlrt troope you 
can from the stape after you." 38 

Chapman admits that he fears such *>n action on the part 

of hin audience, and entreats the indulgence and patience 

of his spectators in the prologue to ^ roolep : 

"Great are the piftes ^iuen to united headec, 
To pifts, attyre, to faire attyre, the star-e 
Helps much, for if our other audience see 
You on the stape depart before we end, 
Our wit3 poe with you all, and we are fooles..." 

Jonson particularly despised this penre of the audience, and 

in the lonp inductions which preface come of his plays, he 

directs his spleen to these "critics." In the action which 

taves olaoe before the entrance of the rrolo^ue to Every 

ITan out of His Humour, Jcwer and Cordatus oPen> of these 

enemies: liitis has delegated these two to "censor" the en¬ 

suing play. He inètructc Acwer to watch closely — 

" if in «all this front 
You can espy a pallant of this marv, 
TTho, to Le thought one of the judicious, 
Cits with his arms thus wreath'd, his hat pull'd here, 
Cries mew, and nods, then chores his empty heed.... * 



And, now and then, breabs e dry biscuit jest, 
Tlfhich, that it may more easily be chew’d, 
He steeds in his OTTO laughter. M 

Cordatus questions Hitis’ ungrounded concern with the be¬ 

havior of the audience: 
M 'Tis true; but why should we observe them, Aseer? 

Asner answers: 

"0, I would vnow ’em; for in such assemblies 
They are more infectious than the nestilence: 
And therefore I would give them pills to purge, 
And mahe then fit for fair societies. 
How monstrous and detested is’t to see 
A fellow, that has neither art nor brain, 
Sit live a.n Aristarchus, or s tarie a so, 
Tubing men’s lines with a tobacco face, 
In snuff, still cnittin^, usin^ hie wry’d loovc, 
In nature of a vice, to wrest and turn 
The good acnect of those that shall nit near him. 
From what they do behold! 0, ’tis most vile.” 

Simila.rli'-, in The roetaster, the nrologue comes unon the 

stage armed, for, he says: 

"   tis a dangerous a^e : 
Vherein who writes, had need present his scenes 
Fort3^-fold nroof against the conjuring means 
Of base detractors, and illiterate ones, 
That fill un rooms in fa,ir a.nd formal shames." 

Such a.n attitude on the port of the public towards 

plays was the constant bane of the playwright. These gal¬ 

lants who came to the 'layhouse only for fachion’s save, 

and the women who c?me to see and be seen, comprised, no 

doubt, a considerable nortion of the audience, and the 

greatest part of the dissension and criticism urobably 

came from this section of the audience. In Jonson's pevil 

is *n Ass. Fitsdottrell tells Lis wife: 
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"Here is a cloak cost fifty pounds, wife, 
Which. I can sell for thirty, when I have seen 
All London in it, and London has seen me. 
To-day I go to the Blackfriars* playhouse, 
Sit in the view, salute all my acquaintance, 
Rise up between the acts, let fall my cloak, 
Publish a handsome man, and a rich suit; 
And that’s a special end why we go thither, 
All that pretend to stand for’t on the stage: 
The ladies ask, who’s that? for they do come 
To see us, love, as we do to see them." 39 

But there was also that considerably large group who 

came to the playhouse out of sheer love of drama and poetry, 

and so long as they were given a modicum of what they 

wanted, would tolerate and learn to appreciate the dramatic 

qualities of the plays. Indeed, those who came merely for 

sight and confusion, no doubt, often forgot their fashionable 

dress and the scrutinizing eyes of nearby admirers when the 

action before them surpassed what they had expected, and they 

unconsciously lost themselves in the characters on the stage. 

Leonard Digges, in his eulogy of Shakespeare prefixed to 

the 1640 edition of his Poems , observed such a reaction in 

the spectators: 

"So have I seene, when Caesar would appear, 
And on the stage at half-sword parley were 
Brutus and Cassius; oh how the audience 
Were ravish’d, with what wonder they went hence..." 

There must have been those in the audience who agreed with, 

Sir Thomas Overbury*s estimation of an actor, and who were 

completely captivated by the power of the playwright. Here¬ 

in lay the decisive victory of the dramatist over the stub¬ 

born spectator: 

"Sit in a full theatre and you will think you see so 
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many lines drawn from the circumference of so many ears, 
while the actor is the centre. He doth not strive to make 
nature monstrous; she is often seen in the same scene with 
him ... By his action he fortifies moral precepts with 
examples, for what we see him personate we think truly done 
before us; a man of a deep thought might apprehend the 
ghost of our ancient heroes walked again, and take him at 
several times for many of them...." 40 

Certainly, if the spectator listened, he was charmed and 

carried away by the action on the stage. And though those 

of. the opposition condemned plays as nourishment to the 

base passions of man, yet there certainly must have been 

many whose lives were illuminated, broadened, and beauti¬ 

fied by the plays they witnessed. Indeed, tbi s was one of 

the tenets in the defense of plays. Thomas Heywood, in 

his Anology for Actors, alleges that 

"Playes have made the ignorant more apprehensive, 
taught the unlearned the knowledge of many famous histories, 
instructed such as cannot reade in the discovery of all our 
English Chronicles; and what man have you now of that weake 
capacity that cannot discourse of any notable thing re¬ 
corded even from William the Conqueror, nay from the landing 
of Brute, untill this day.« 41 

Plays, he says, teach the audience virtue and the reproof 

of vice; besides, they offer recreation to the melancholy, 

to those "as are tired with labour or study," and they 
42 

moderate "the cares and heavinesse of the minde." Heywood's 

illustration of the moral power of plays may not be too far¬ 

fetched, granting the imaginative power and eager credulity 

of the Elizabethan, in telling of the effect of the play 

called "the old History of Feyer Francis" on a certain 

gentlewoman in the audience, who, seeing upon the stage the 
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representation of a murder actually committed by herself 

upon her husband, cried out "my husbandI" and surrendered 

herself to the authorities. 

Hamlet relies on the moral power of the drama to 

"catch the conscience" of his father's murderer. He says: 

"   I have heard 
That guilty creatures sitting at a play 
Have by the very cunning of the scene 
Been struck so to the soul that presently 43 
They have proclaim'd their malefactions.." 

Dekker's ideal playwright, as described in the prologue 

to The Devil is in It. would have similar power over his 

audience as the author of Heywood's "Feyer Francis" : 

"Give me that man 
Gan call the banished auditor home, and tie 
His ear with golden chains to his melody: 
Can draw with adamantine pen even creatures. 
Forged out of the hammer, on tiptoe to reach up 
And (from rare silence) clap their brawny hands, 
T'applaud what their charmed soul scarce understands. 
That man give me, whose breast filled by the Muses 
With raptures, into a second them infuses: 
Can give an actor sorrow, rage, joy, passion, 
Whilst he again, by selfsame agitation, 
Commands the hearers, sometimes drawing out tears, 
Then smiles, and fills them both with hope and fears. 
That man give me. And to be such a one 
Our poet this day strives, or to be none." 

In spite of gallant, dissenter, detractor, and noisy ground¬ 

ling, the Elizabethan plays had this effect upon the specta¬ 

tors. In spite of "the vulgar sort of nut-crackers, who 
44 

only come for sight," there were always the judicious few 

in the audience on whom the playwright could rely for clear 

a.nd unimpassioned judgment and reception, and in the pro¬ 

logues to many of the plays we find this group constantly 
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propitiated. Hamlet's advice to the players, which sounds 

like words of encouragement to the playwright who can find 

no faith in his audience, who he Irnows, for the most part, 

are capable of no more than "inexplicable dumb-shows and 

noise” refers to these few, "the censure of the which one 

must in your allowance o*erweight a whole theatre of others." 

In the Stage-Players Complaint, the reasons given by 

Light, an unemployed actor, might well be spoken by the 

various members of Elizabethan society as reasons why they 

came to the theatre; 

"Pish, I can show thee many infallible reasons to the 
contrary we are very necessary and commodious to all people: 
First, for strangers, who can desire no better recreation 
than to come and see a Play; then for Citizens to feast 
their wits: then for Gallants, who other wise would soend 
their money in drunkennesse and lasciviousnesse, (and) doe 
find a great delight and delectation to see a Play: then 
for the learned it does increase and adde wit constructively 
to wit: then for Gentlewomen, it teacheth them how to deceive 
idlenesse: then for the ignorant it does augment their know¬ 
ledge. Pish, a thousand arguments I could adde, but that I 
should weary your patience too much. Well, in a word, we are 
so neadful for the Common good, that in some resoect it were 
almost a sinn to put us downe." 45 

Similarly, ITashe argues that the theatre is necessary 

and beneficial to the public: 

"To this effect, the pollicie of Playes is very neces¬ 
sary, howsoeuer some shallow-braind censurers (not the deep¬ 
est serchers into the secrets of gouernment) mightily o-npugne 
them. For whereas the after-noon beeing the idlest time of 
the day; wherein men that are their owne masters (as Gentle¬ 
men of the Court, the Inns of the Courte, and the number of 
Captaines and Souldiers about London) do wholy bestow them- 
selues vpon pleasure, and that pleasure they deuide (howe 
vertuously it skils not) either into gameing, following of 
harlots, drinking, or seeing a Playe: is it not then better 
(since of foure extreamed all the world cannot keepe them 
but they will choose one) that they should betake them to 
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the least, which is Playes?" 

In a commendatory poem written by an actor, Richard Perkins, J nd 

prefixed to the Apology for Actors, by Thomas Heywood, simi¬ 

lar reasons for attending plays are given: 

“Thou that do'st raile at me for seeing a play, 
How wouldst thou have me spend my idle houres? 
Melt in the sunne's heate, or walke out in showers? 

Gape at the Lottery from morne till even, 
To heare whose mortoes blankes have, and who prises? 
To hazzard all at dice (chance six or seven) 
To card or bowle? my humour this displeases. 

But thou wilt answer: none of these I need, 
Yet my tir'd spirits must have recreation. 
What shall I doe that may retirement breed, 
Or how refresh my sèlfe, and in what fashion? 

To drabbe, to game, to drinke, all these I hate; 
Many enormous things depend on these. 
My faculties truely to recreate 
With modest mirth, and my selfe best to please, 

Give me a play, that no distaste can breed. 
/ Prove thou a spider, and from flowers sucke gall; 

I*le, like a bee, take hony from a weed; 
For I was never puritannicall." 4? 

Another sympathetic supporter of Heywood's defense, one 

Arnold Hopton, gives his reasons for frequenting plays: 

"Wouldst see an emperour and his counsell grave, 
A noble souldier acted to the life, 
A Romane tyrant, how he doth behave 
Himselfe at home, abroad, in peace, in strife? 
Wouldst see what's love, what's hate, what's foule 

excesse, 
Or wouldst a traytor in his kind expresse? 
Our Stagerites can (by the poet's pen) 
Appeare to you to bee the selfe same men. 

What though a sort for ppight, or want of wit, 
Hate what the best allow, the most forbearè, 
What exercise can you desire more fit 
Than stately stratagèmes to see and heare? 
What profit many may attaine by playes, 

■ To the most critticke eye this booke displaies 
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Brave men, brave acts, being bravely acted too, 
Makes, as men see things done, desire to do." 48 

These opinions may easily be considered representative of 

the public. No doubt they all went to see and hear “state¬ 

ly stratagèmes" — some only to see, some only to be seen, 

and some vying with the action on the stage. But even the 

latter sort must have sat awed and shaken when Hamlet’s 

ghost cried “revenge!" Jonson's comedies certainly must 

have made some few gallnts and bravadoes aware of their own 

fatuity; and though they went to the playhouse for mere en¬ 

tertainment, it was impossible that they leave a play like 

Hamlet. Lear. The Spanish Tragedy. Doctor Faustus. or The 

Jew of Malta without feeling a sense of purgation, 

Aristotle's katharsis. Though the numerous defenses and 

replies to the polemics of the Puritans concerning the 

stage were written under fire and therefore somewhat exag¬ 

gerated, there is much truth in their reasons. The Eliza¬ 

bethan theatre was neither pulpit for the preaching of 

morals nor bawdy-house on the level of the stews in the dis¬ 

reputable districts of London, but it had the characteris¬ 

tics of both. Perhaps Queen Elizabeth's reasons for the 

organization and maintenance of the Earl of Leicester's 

company of players explain completely the function of the 

theatre in her age: 

" to Use, exercise, and occupie the art and 
facultie of playeng comedies, tragedies, Enterludes and 
Stage playes, and such otherllke as they have already used 
and studied, or hereafter shall use and studye, as well 
for the recreation of our loving subjects, as for our 
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49 
solace and pleasure." 

Plays had much the same effect uoon the Elizabethan 

auditors as the cinema on our present-day movie-goers. 

Finding a new interest in words — the Elizabethans had 

unanimously accepted Lyly's euphuistic novels and put 

many of the conceited lines to memory — and manifesting 

a penchant for pithy axioms and laconic epithets, the Eli¬ 

zabethans carried away from the playhouses the impressive 

lines from the speeches of Hieronirao, of the ghost in Ham¬ 

let. of Romeo and Juliet, and others. For the purpose of 

recording fine and appealing,as well as practical and ap¬ 

propriate, axioms for later use and memory, as well as lines 

and speeches subject to malicious criticism, the theatre¬ 

goer took to the theatre what he called a table-book, in 

which he put down these matters of note. Marston satirizes 

such parrots and unscrupulous critics: 

"Luscus, what's play'd to-day? Faith now X know 
I set thy lips abroach, from whence doth flow 
Naught but pure Juliet and Romeo. 
Say who acts best? Drusus or Roscio? 
Now I have him, that ne'er of ought did speak 
But when of plays or players he did treat — 
Nath ma.de a common-place book out of plays, 
And speaks in print: at least what e'er he says 
Is warranted by Curtain plaudities. 
If e'er you heard him courting Lesbia's eyes, 
Say (courteous sir), speaks he not movingly, 
From out some new pathetic tragedy? 
He writes, he rails, he jests, he courts (what not?) 
Of well-penn'd plays." 50 

In the Induction to Marston's Malcontent, a proud spectator 

boasts: "I am one that hath seen this play often: I have 

'most of the jests here in my table-book." Similarly, Dekker 
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advises his aspiring gallant; 

nHoard up the finest play-scraps you can get, upon 
which your lean wit may most savourly feed for want of 
other stuff, when the Arcadian and Euphuized gentlewomen 
have their tongues sharpened to set upon you!11 51 

The prologue to The Woman-Hater, by Beaumont and Fletcher, 

attacks those who use their table-books to ill purpose: 

M or if there be any lurking amongst you in corners, 
with Table-books, who have some hope to find fit matter to 
feed his   malice on, let them claspe them up, and slink 
away, or stay and be converted.w 

The principal reason why the City and Puritan factions 

of London opposed the theatre was because it drew such 

great masses of disreputable and undesirable classes to¬ 

gether, where all manner of profligacy and immorality could 

take its free course. Amanda, a poem by Thomas Cranley, 

published in 1635, and reprinted by Collier, speaks of the 

habits and customs of prostitutes, who infested the play¬ 

houses; 

MThe places thou dost usually frequent 
Is to some playhouse in an afternoon, 
And for no other meaning and intent 
But to get company to sup with soon; 
And with thy wanton looks attracting to thee 
The amorous spectators for to woo thee.M 52 

The theatres were commonly used for such assignations, and 

lecherous conduct was continued at nearby taverns after the 

performance. A character in Glapthorne^ Wit in a Constable. 

published in 1640, declares: 

11   We are 
Gentlemen, ladies; and no city foremen, 
That never dare be ventorous on a beauty, 
Unless when wenches take them up at plays, 
To entice them at the next licentious tavern 
To spend a supper on them.M 53 
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Such conduct encouraged by the recourse to playhouses was 

one of the main targets for the attache on the stage by 

the Puritans. Goss on, in Playes Confuted in flue Actions, 

says theatres are: 

"  the very markets of bawdry, where choise. without 
shame hath bene as free, as it is for your money in the 
royal exchange, to take a short stocke, or a longe, a fal¬ 
ling band, or a french ruffe. .... In the playhouses at 
London, it is the fashion of youthes to go first into the 
yards, and to carry theire eye through' euery gallery, then 
like vnto rauens where they spye the carion thither they 
flye, and presse as nere to ye fairest as they can." 54 

Similarly, Stubbes remarks in his Anatomy of the Abuses in 

England: 

"  but marke the flocking and running to Theatres & 
curtens, daylie and hourely, night and daye, tyme and tyde, 
to see Playes and Enterludes; where such wanton gestures, 
such bawdie speaches, such laughing and fleering, such 
kissing and bussing, such clipping and culling, Such winck- 
inge and glaneinge of wanton eyes, and the like, is vsed, 
as is wonderfull to behold." 55 

In a like denunciation of the "chappel of Satan," the 

author of A Second and third blast of retrait from niaies 

end Theatres, (perhaps Anthony lîunday), writes: 

"Whosoeuer shal visit the chappel of Satan, I meane 
the Theater, shal finde there no want of yong ruffins, nor 
lacke of harlots, vtterlie past' al shame: who presse to the 
fore-frunt of the scaffoldes, to the end to shows their im- 
pudencie, and to be as an obiect to al mens eies." 56 

The cut-purse also found in the playhouse a happy pro¬ 

pinquity for his connivings and the wielding of his knife 

in the great crowds. In Dekker's lests to make you Herrie, 

"Cock Wat, the walking Spirit of Newgate" warns the reader 

of the prevalence and danger of such recreants at a play: 

"Enow at a new play, he is alwaies about the playhouse dore, 
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watches out of which side you draw your purse, & then jess¬ 
ing whether the lyning be worth the ventring, for that 
serues his tume “ 57 

Shrove-Tuesday had traditionally been the day on which 

London apprentices assailed and put down houses of ill fame, 

and this tradition was extended to the playhouses, when in 

March, 1616-17, they attached the Coch-pit theatre and 

seriously damaged the house and the stage properties. The 

actors and playwrights must have especially feared these 

enemies. John Earle, in his characterization of a player, 

in his Micro-Cosmographie says: 
58 

"Shroue-tuesday hee feares as much as the Baudes.....w 

No doubt Buch enemies of the theatre were inspired and en¬ 

couraged by the Puritan faction. 

In 1592 the Aldermen of London became so disturbed over 

the dangers of the theatre they presented a petition to the 

Archibishop of Canterbury, requesting his aid in putting 

down the theatres, which had become so great a blight on the 

national character. Some knowledge of the evils of the 

playhouses and the difficulties they presented to those in¬ 

terested in the welfare of the people can be obtained by 

noting the accusations of the Aldermen in the petition. It 

complains of 

"the daily disorderly exercise of a number of players and 
playing houses erected within the City, whereby the youths 
of the City were greatly corrupted, and their manners in¬ 
fected with many evils and ungodly qualities, by reason of 
the wanton and profane devices represented on the stages. 
The apprentices and servants are withdrawn from their work, 
to the great hindrance of the trades and traders of the 
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City, and the propagation of religion. Besides, to there 
■placed resorted the light and lewd persons, as hnrlotc, cut- 
purses, cozeners, pilferers, etc., who, under colour of 
hearing plays, devised divers evil and uncrodly matches." 59 

It is not difficult to see how such an undesirable con¬ 

glomeration of public enemies as those attracted to the 

theatres made the stage the enenjr of Church and City. 

Elizabeth had, very early in her reign, granted to James 
i 

Burbage and other actors, "servantes to our trustie and wel- 

beloved Cosyn and'Counsellor, the Earle of Leicestre," a 

license for dramatic performance 

"aswell within our Cytyes, towneo Foroughes, &c. whatsoever, 
as without the same, thorouphout our Realme of England. ... 
Provided that the saide ComedieR, Tragedies, Enterludes, and 
Stage-nlayes be by the Taster of our Revills (for the tyme 
being) before seen and allowed, and that the same be not 
published or shovren in the tyme of common prayer, or in the 60 
tyme of greate and common plague in our said Cyty of London." 

All common and wandering players not belonging to any noble¬ 

man had been previously condemned as "Roges Vacaboundes and 
61 

Sturdy Beggers", and their performances repressed. In 1574, 

the Common Council passed an order in restraint of dramatic 

exhibitions in the city of London unless the players con¬ 

curred with certain rigid stipulations set down. These re¬ 

quired that playd to be presented in London undergo the 

perusal and supervision of "the persons appointed for that 

purpose by the Lord Mayor and the Aldermen"; that the inns 

or houses in which the plays were given be specially licensed 

and approved, and these innkeepers contribute a portion of 

the receipts to the poor and ^ic> of London.. Performances 

were restricted on Sabbath and Holy days and during sickness, 



such days to be denominated by the city officials. # It ms 

this rigid stricture that perhaps moved the players to the 

Liberties and there to set up their OTO playhouses, the 

first of which was the Theatre, erected by Burbage for 

Leicester*s company in 1576, and the Curtain very soon after. 

That the people objected to the inconvenience of traveling 

to the Liberties in order to see plays is illustrated by an 

old poem quoted by Collier in The History of English Dramatic 

Poetry: 

The Fooles of The Cittie 

"List unto my dittye 
AlasI the more the pittye, 
From Troynovaunts olde cittie 
The Aldermen and Faier 
Have drivn eche poore plaier: 
The cause I will declaer. 
They wiselye doe complaine 
Of Wilson and JacVe Lane, 
And them who doe maintaine, 
And stablishe as a rule 
Hot one shall play the foole 
But they — a worthye scoole. 
Without a pipe and taber 
Theyonely meane to laber 
To teche eche oxe-hed neyber. 
This is the cause & reason, 
At every tyme & season, 62 
That Playes are worse than treason." 

The reasons given by the council for the restraint of 

plays in London are indicative of the evils of the theatre 

which caused the city authorities constant distress through¬ 

out the Elizabethan age, opposed and denounced so stringent¬ 

ly by the Puritans, which finally led to their close in 1642. 

"Whereas heartofore," reads the petition, "sondrye great dis- 
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orders and inconvenyences have found to ensewe to this Cit- 
tie by the inordynate hauntynge of great multitudes of 
peoole, speciallye youth, to pleyes, enterludes and shewes; 
namelye occasyon of frayes and quarrelles, eavell practizes 
of incontinencye in greate Innés, havin'* chambers and 
secrete places adjoyninge to their open stagies and gal- 
lyries, inveyglynge and alleurynge of maides, speciallye 
orphanes, and good cityzens children Tinder age, to previe 
and unmete contractes, the publishinge of unchaste, un- 
comelye, and unshamefaste speeches and doynges, withdrawinge 
of the Quenes ilajesties subjectes from dyvyne service on 
Soundaies & hollydayes, at which tymes such playes weare 
chefelye used, unthriftye waste of the moneye of the poore 
& fond persons, sondrye robberies by pyckinge and cuttinge 
of purses, utteringe of popular, busye and sedycious matters, 
and manie other corruptions of youthe, and enormyties; be- 
sydes that allso soundrye slaughters and mayhemminges of the 
Quenes Subjectes have happened by ruines of Skaffoldes, 
Frames, and Stagies, and by engynes, weapons and powder used 
in plaies " 63 

The petition continues to accuse plays of encouraging the 

spreading of disease in time of plague, of conducing to sedi¬ 

tion, "vnchastitie,« and other "suche lyke vnfytt, and vn- 

coraelye matter.w 

For similar reasons the Puritan and city fathers were 

concerned over the dangers of the playhouses, solicitous of 

the souls of their people. Shortly after the erection of 

the playhouses in the Liberties, the Puritans joined in a 

concerted attack upon the stage, and in the sermons at Paul's 

Cross, delivered their wholesale condemnation of such re¬ 

sorts. 

"Looke but upon the common playes in London, and see the 
multitude that flocketh to them and followeth them: behold 
the sumptuous Theatre houses, a continual monument of Lon¬ 
dons prodigalitie and folly,n preached Thomas Wilcocks on 

64 
Sunday, November 3, 1577. He added: 

"But the old world is matched, and Sodom overcome; for more 
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horrible enormities, and swelling sins are set out by those 
stages, than euery man thinks for, or some would believe, if 
I should paint them out in their colours.11 

Similarly, John Ilorthbrooke, a minister, in A Treatise 

against Dicing, Dancing, and Plays, written in dramatic dia¬ 

logue, brings in the condemnations of the ancient Church 

Fathers and Ecclesiasts, quoting them at length to prove 

that 

"Satan hath not a moe speedie way, and fitter schoole to 
work and teach his desire, to bring men and women into his 
snare of concupiscence and filthie lustes of wicked whore- 
dome, than those places, and playes, and theatres are; and 
therefore necessaire that those places, and players, should 
be forbidden, and dissolued, and put downe by authoritie, 
as the brothell houses and stewes are." 65 

No doubt these Puritans had some efféct on the play¬ 

going public, leading some numbers of them away from the 

playhouses; and certainly they were a constant thorn in the 

sides of the authorities of London, attacking the officials 

for frequent inaction, goadinn- them on to further strictures 

against the players and playwrights. Qosson's Schoole of 

Abuse, which attacks the degradation of poetry in England, 

the abuse of the drama and poetry, the misuse of plays, and 

the immorality taught by them, ends his treatise with a 

short apostrophe to the Lord ilayor of London, exhorting him 

to take cognisance of his list of abuses, and asserting 

"that if your honor desire to see the Citie well gouerned, 
you must as well sett to your hand to thrust out abuses, as 
shew yourself willing to have all mended." 66 

Gosson then praises the Gentlewomen citizens of London for 

their wisdom in remaining away from the theatres, and he ad- 



vises' them to continue doing BO* If you are sorrowful, he 

says, read booTcs or converse vrith your neighbors — 

^Lobve for no salve at playee or Theaters, lest that labor¬ 
ing to shun Silla you II-ht on Charibdis*.... The best 
councel that X can give you is to >eepe at home.. 6? 
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II 

Leaving the character of the Elizabethan spectator 

and his dramatic taste ac significant and vital factors 

in the creation of the Elizabethan drama, let us turn to 

the playwright in the Elizabethan theatre. Let us ex¬ 

amine his position in the drama, his attitude towards his 

profession, and his ideas regarding dramaturgy. We have 

seen how the dramatic tastes of the Elizabethan audience 

were rooted in and conditioned by the medieval religious 

drama, and how contemporary psychological influences and 

the new spirit of the Renaissance contributed to the for¬ 

mation and embellishment of a well defined popular taste 

in the theatre. The Elizabethan spectator, then, defined 

as we have defined him, came to the playhouse in expecta¬ 

tion of a certain species of drama: we have seen what he 

liked and why he liked it. With, therefore, certain sti¬ 

pulations and demands made upon the playwright, let us 

examine his art in handling dramatic materials which would 

please and meet such demands and inherent tastes. In 

brief, we shall examine the profession of dramaturgy in 

the Elizabethan theatre in relation to the public for 

which it was created, the problems which the playwright 
i 

had to cope with in writing for such an audience, and his 

solution of these problems. 

First, let us consider the attitude of the dramatist 
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toward the function of the drama, from its earliest man¬ 

ifestations to its final decadent stage at the closing 

of the theatres. 

It is patent that the drama in its origins was a 

valuable appendage of the church, written for instruction, 

.the handmaiden of the theologians. In the Corpus Christi 

pageants, in spite of the fact that the spectators were 

amused and delighted, they were always conscious that they 

were receiving religious instruction and ’profit* for the 

soul. When the moralities became secularized, treating 

such problems and topics as those of science, theology, 

education, and social questions, the ‘spectators found in 

them instruction and advice pertaining to the personal ond 

homely problems of every-day life. Even so late as 1585 

the morality tradition pervaded the plays written in Eng¬ 

land. An examination of the Stationer's Register reveals 

the popularity and prevalence of moralities so late as 

the last of the eighties, in spite of the influx of roman¬ 

tic impulses from abroad. About this time we find such 

moralities being written as The Marriage of Wit and Science, 

printed in 1570, Common Conditions. printed in 1576, and 

the Conflict of Conscience, in 1581. The Contention be¬ 

tween Liberality and Prodigality was played before Eliza¬ 

beth in 1600. It is natural, then, that the early secular 

drama would be conditioned by a dida.ctic impulse, which 

persisted as a hold-over from the old morality tradition. 



When the Puritans began their attacks on the stan-e 

about 1576, the playwrights found a defence on moral 

grounds necessary. The didactic function of the drama wan 

crystallized by the Puritan opposition. The urologue to 

Wager's Life and Renentance of Hary Pagdalene defends the 

purpose of the play: 

"(Let) no man in this ooint be offended 
In that vertues and vice we shall here introduce, 
For in men and women they have depended: 
.And therefore figuratively to speave, it is the use." 

Aside from the traditional concention of drama as a 

moral agent, the new theory of the moral function of poetry 

and drama wap introduced into England by the commentaries 

on the Poetics of Aristotle by the Italian Renaissance 

critics. This false interpretation of Aristotle's theory 

of noetry, combined with the precept of Horace "aut prodesee 

volunt aut delectare poetae" formed the basis of the theory 

of the function of the drama evolved by the Italian critic® 

and dramatists, and was transmitted to England. Scaliger, 

who may be ta>en as representative of the Italian critics, 

professed the drama to be, whether comedy or tragedy, the 

reproof of vices and the praise of virtue. The end of 

drama, he says, is: 

"the giving of instruction in pleasurable form; for poetry 
teaches, and does not simply amuse, es some used to thinh... 
because primitive poetry was sunsr, its desire seemed merely 
to please; yet underlying the music was that for the save 
of which music was provided only as a sauce. In time this 
rude and pristine invention was enriched by philosophy, 
which made poetry the medium of its teaching.... How is 



there not one end, and one only, in philosophical e^oci- 
tion, in oratory, and in the drama? Assuredly such is 
the case. All have one and the came end persuasion.," 1 

Sidney, following Scanner*s interpretation of Aristotle, 

pives an ethical function to tragedy: 

"...high and excellent tragedy that openeth the greatest 
rounds, and showeth forth the Vicers,*that are covered 
with Tissue: that maketh rinses feare to be Tyrants, and 
Tyrants manifest their tirannical humors; that with stur- 
ring the affects of admiration and commiseration, teacheth, 
The uncertainty of this world, and upon how weake founda¬ 
tions guilden roofes are builded.w 2 

Comedy, be says, is 

"an imitation of the common errors of our life, which he 
(the dramatist) representeth, in the most ridiculous and 
scorneful sort that may be so as it is impossible that any 
beholder can be content to be such a one." 3 

This combination of Horatian and Aristotelian pre - 

cepts pervaded and characterized the body of regular criti¬ 

cism in England, and determined the attitude toward drama 

and poetry professed by the writers of the various treati¬ 

ses on poetry, rhetoric, and the principles of poetic con¬ 

struction which were being evolved as the result of the 

stimulus of the critics of the Italian Renaissance, mark¬ 

ing the beginnings of English literary criticism. 

Let us now examine in chronological order the pro¬ 

logues to some of the plays which reveal the attitude of 

the dramatists towards the function of the drama. In the 

very early interlude, Fnlgens and Lucres, by Henry Fedwall, 

which is regarded as the first secular play in English, 

the double motive of profit and pleasure is professed as 



the object of the -iece. The enilomie says: 

"That ell the eubct' nee of this ley was clone 
specially therefor, 

ITot only to brin <• fol>s mirth and game, 
Put ttrt such ns '’re gentlemen of name 
1'ay be somewhat moved 
Dy this example to avoid 
The way of vice and fa.vor virtue n 

It seems that the spectators as well agreed, in general, 

u-'on this double motive of plays, for at the omening of 

the interlude two spectators, A and B, are discussing 

the anticipated représentation, quite elated because they 
<f 

are to see a play. A says : 

"By my troth, thereof am I glad and fain, 
I£ you will me believe; 
Of all the world I love such snort, 
It does me so mnch pleasure and comfort, 
And that causes me ever to resort 
where such thine to do." 

B is of the same opinion: 

"I always love to behold such plays, 
For I have seen before this day 
Of such things in many a good place 
Eoth good examples and rirht honest solace. 
This play, in the same ray, I am sure, 
Is made for the same intent and purpose: ^ 
To do every man both mirth and pleasure." 

In the prologue to Pa.loh Bolster Doister. the first regu¬ 

lar English comedy, by ITicholn.s Udsll, it is stated that 

mirth will be found in the ensuing Play, 

. "knowing nothing more commendable for a man's recrea¬ 
tion 

Than mirth which is used in an honest fashion." 

ITowever, the prologue states, mirth will be used as the 

means to a more serious end: 
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“For mirth prolongeth life and causeth health; 
Llirth recreates our spirits and voideth pensiveness.. " 

Udall further emphasises his didactic aim by stating that 

he relies upon the authority of the ancient comedians for 

this conception of the function of the drama: 

“The wise poets long time heretofore, 
Under merry comedies secrets did declare, 
"Wherein was contained very virtuous lore, 
With mysteries and forewarnings very rare. 
Such to write neither Plautus nor Terence did spare, 
Which among the learned as this day bears the bell; 
These with such other therein did excel." 

Although Udall and Kedwall speak of pleasure and mirth, 

these are mentioned as being of equal importance with 'pro¬ 

fit.' . In Udall, even the giving of pleasure has a didactic 

function. 

In The Trap:!cal Oomedy of Appius and Virginia, pub¬ 

lished in 1568, the epilogue tells of a purely moral aim: 

"And by this poet's feigning here example do you take 
Of Virginia's life of chastity, of duty to thy make; 
Of love to wife, of love to spouse, of love to hus¬ 

band dear, ' 
Of Bringing up of tender youth: all these are noted 

here." 

The title-page of Ulpian Fulwell's Like Will to Like pro¬ 

fesses the same end: 

"An Interlude entitled Like Will to Like, Quoth the Devil 
to the Collier, very godly and full of pleasant mirth. 
Wherein is declared not only what punishment followeth 
those that will rather follow licentious living than to es¬ 
teem and follow good counsel: and what great benefits and 
commodities they receive that apply them unto virtuous liv¬ 
ing and good exercise." 

Similarly, the Title-page of George Gascoigne's Glass of 

Government, printed in 1575, reads: 



"A tragical comedy, so entitled because therein are 
handled as well the rewards of virtues, as also the 
punishment for vices." 

The prologue warns those to leave who have come in expec¬ 

tation of mere entertainment and the stimulation of laugh¬ 

ter. 

In the dedication of Promus and Cassandra, published 

in 1578, deorge Whetstone writes that his play contains 

elements of virtue and vice. 

"For by the reward of the good, the good are encouraged in 
well-doing; and with the scourge of the lewd, the lewd are 
feared from evil attempts; .... And to these ends Menander 
Plautus, and Terence, themselves many years entombed, by 
their comedies in honor live at this day But this I 
am assured: what actions soever passeth in this history, 
either merry or mournfal, grave or lascivious, the conclu¬ 
sion shows the confusion of vice, and the cherishing of 
virtue." 

It was for just these characteristics of the drama that 

Thomas Lodge defended the drama against the attacks of the 

Puritan Stephen Gosson’, who had accused the drama of 
» 

immorality in his Schools of Abuse, published in 1579. 

"As for Comedies," he says, "....They were such aa did re¬ 
prehend; were raervelously profitable to the reclaiming of 
abuse; whereupon Eupolis with Cratinus, and Aristophanes, 
began to write, and with their eloquenter vein and perfec¬ 
tion of style, did more severely speak against the abuses 
than they: which Horace himself wimesseth, not, sayth he, 
there was no abuse but these men reprehended it; whereupon 
Horace saith: The good did hate all sin for virtue’s love 
the bad for fear of shame did sin remove." 4 

In 1588 several gentlemen of Gray’s Inn wrote a play 

called The Misfortunes of Arthur, the Introduction of 

which announces: 

"The matter which we purpose to present 



In tragic notes the plagues of vice recounts." 

Similarly, the dedication of Tancred and G-ismunda, printed 

in 1591, and revised by Robert Wilmot, admits the play to 

be one 

"commending virtue, detesting vice, and lively deciphering 
their overthrow that suppress not their unruly affections., 
my purpose in this tragedy tendeth only to the exaltation 
of virtue, and suppression of vice " 

The importation of Senecan tragedy gave additional 

impetus to the didactic impulse and furnished the drama¬ 

tists with a mine of moralistic epigrams and sententiae. 
m 

To the Elizabethan, Seneca was a great teacher of virtue 

and morality; monstrous deeds and bloody acts he recorded 

only as grave admonitions to the spectators. When Thomas 

Newton published his translation of Seneca, His Tenne 

Tragedies in 1581, he found his idol calumniated by the 

Puritans, who considered him the quintessence of immorality 

and the inculcator of vice. In vindicating Seneca, Newton 

gives an appraisal consonant with contemporary esteem of 

him by playwrights who used his works as models for their 

turbulent tragedies. The dedication attacks those who 

have oppugned Seneca and bids them reconsider the grave 

and moral temper of his works. 

"For it may not at any hand be thought and deemed the di¬ 
rect meaning of SENEGA himselfe, whose whole wrytinges  
are so fare from countenauncing Vice, that I doubt whether 
there be any amonge all the Catalogue of Heathen wryters, 
that with more gravity of Philosophical! sentences, more 
waightyness of sappy words, or greater authority of sound 
matter beateth down sinne, loose lyfe, dissolute dealinge 
and unbrydled sensuality." 5 



Literary critics agreed with the dramatists and scholars 

unon the value of Seneca as the progenitor of morality and 

combatant of vice. Sidney found the Senecan tragedy 

Gorboduc 

"full of stated speeches and well-sounding phrases, climb- 
ino* to the height of Seneca, his ptjrle, and as full of 
notable morality, which it doth mort delightfully teach a.nd 
so obtain the very end of poesy...." 6 

Gabriel Harvey, himself a writer and critic, wrote in the 

margin of his copy of Jocanta, a translation from the 

Italian by Gascoigne and Kinwelmarch, this glose; 

"An excellent tragédie; full of many discreet wise and deem 
considerations." 7 

If the preceding examples from the Elizabethan plays 

written before 1585 have served their purpose, they have 

shown that the drama in its early development served a 

moral purpose, and was considered by the playwrights as a 

means for the instruction Ixi virtue and the destruction of 

vice. The morality tradition and the contributions of the 

Renaistance, the introduction of the Italianized Aristote¬ 

lian teachings and the ïïeo-Olassical precepts of Horace, 

the importation of Peneca, and the influence of the academ¬ 

ic conception of the function of the drama, all combined 

to produce a drama that had, in its earljr development, the 

aim of teaching morality. Although the double intention of 

mirth and profit is sometimes mentioned, mirth or pleasure 

is nearly alwa3rs considered as the means to the more serious 

end of profit, and as subordinate to the main purpose of 



moral instruction. 

Shortly after the ye^r 1F>80 a group of young men from 

the Universities came to London to try their hand in the 

■oublie theatre. The University ïïits had been veil tutored 

in the classical drama, hnvin^ witnessed numeroun perfor¬ 

mances in the halls of their Alma Mater, and, indeed, hav¬ 

ing ta>en part frequently in the nresent*tion of the 

classics, both in Latin a.nd in English translation, for 

the purpose of learning the language and studying the 

ancients. Their reasons for abandoning the classical drama 

for that of the popular London playhouses are clear. By 

1585 the drama had achieved great popularity, and the writ¬ 

ing of plays offered considerable opoortunities to those 

who could oualify. The University Mlts were willing to 

try. It was not long before they learned what the people 

lived and would pay to see. The business of playwriting 

became a profession and the ranks of playwrights grew 

rapidly. In quest of profit, John Lyly, whose hopes for 

preferment at court had been repeatedly aborted, was lured 

to the popular playhouses. Others came for the same reason. 

Francis Meres mentions the shameful corrmilsion of those 

who had already achieved a hioh position in literature to 

turn to the writing of drama in order to earn a living. In 

reference to the writing of comedies and tragedies, he 

laments ; 

H....by which meanes for lacVe of Patrones (0 ingratefull 
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and damned ar-rp) 0ur Poats are only or chiefly Maintained, 
counten'mnced and otronized." 8 

In The Return from Parana a us, tiro undergraduates from 

one of the universities, Thilomusus and Studioso, newly 

arrived in London in search of employment, receive encourage¬ 

ment from the actor Zenrne to try the theatre ; 

«Is it not better," says pempe, "to make a fool of the 
world, as I have done, than to be fooled of the world, as 
you scholars are? But be merry, my lads, you have haomened 
uoon the most excellent vocation in the rorld for money; _ 
they come ITorth and South to brin? it to our playhouse. • •w y 

In Ratseis Ghost, a play by an anonymous author, we find 

similar evidence of the profit available in the theatre : 

"Get thee to London," says one of the characters to an am¬ 
bitious actor, "for if one man were dead, they will have 
much need of such a one as thou art There would be 
none in my opinion fitter than thyselfe to nlay his parts: 
Uy conceipt is such of thee, that I durst venture all the 
money in my purse on thy head, to play Hamlet with him for 
a wager. There thou shalt learne to be fru^all (for play¬ 
ers were never so thriftie as they are now about London) & 
to feed uoon all men, to let none feede uoon thee; to mai-e 
thy hand a stranger to thy pocket, thy hart flow to per¬ 
forate thy tonguei promise: and when thou feelest thy purse 
well lined, buy thee some place or Lordship in the Country, 
that growing weary of playing, thy mony may there bring 
thee to dignitie and reoutation  Sir, I thanke you 
(cuoth the Player) for this good counsell, I promise you I 
will maire use of it, for, I have heard indeed, of some that 
have gone to London very meanly, and have come in time to be 
exceeding wealthy." 10 

Ho doubt the player is speaking of such notorious oppor¬ 

tunists in the theatrical profession as Alleyn and Shakesneare, 

who are reputed to have made great sums in the pla3rhouees, 

Shakespeare achieving the dignity of a gentleman, and Alle;rn 

endowing Dulwich College with the profits derived from play¬ 

making and acting. 

In Robert Greene*s Groatsworth of T7it, Roberto meet® a 



poor, erudite actor, who counnels him the means of en¬ 

riching himself. "How are you going to use me?" asfcs 

Roberto. "Why, sir, in mal-ing plays for the theatre 

which will nay you well, if you tahe the pains to mate 
11 

them well," answers the actor." 

Richard Henslowe, a shrewd usurious business man, 

capitalized on the growing popularity of plays, and bought 

old buildings for the purpose of remodeling them into 

theatres, renting them out to various companies and acting 

as intermediary between company and playwright in supply¬ 

ing profitable plays. With an eye to box-office receipts, 

Henslowe bought the plays which would most litely please 

the public and make an immediate hit with the audience. 

The dramatists seem to have had no scruples about concur¬ 

ring with his demands. Herein lies one of the reasons why 

the plays could not adhere to the classical laws. They 

were written in a minimum amount of time: more plays meant 

more money. When certain conventions and types of plots 

found immediate popularity they were used over and over 

again. The playwrights plumbed ancient history, popular 

legend, classical mythology, and current events for suitable 

plots. 

How that the drama had become professionalized, the 

motive for writing plays changed considerably. Few pro¬ 

logues mention profit' with ‘delight.1 The main object of 
* 

the professional playwright was the applause and approval 



of the audience. In order to obtain arvnlauee the audience 

must needs be entertained. Roberto, the actor, in "reene’e 

Crontcworth of Pit, laments the abrupt change in the 

character of the new popular drama. nI wic a< countrie 

Author," he says, 

"passing at a morall, for it was I that pende the Uoral of 
mans wit, the Dialogue of Diues, and for seauen yeeres 
space was absolute interpreter of the purpets, But now my 
Almanache is oute of date. 

The people malce no estimation, 
Of Ilorolls teaching education." 

Roberto*s statement must have been representative of the 

ooinion of the general playgoing public. 

The wor^s of two of the University Tits, Lodge and Lyly, 

reveal a new attitude toward the function of drama as com¬ 

pared with that of the earlier dramatists. In the Introduc¬ 

tion to the anonymous Host Piersant Comedy of ITucedorus, 

Comedy says to Envy: 

"Forbear this place; I humbly crave thee hencel 
And mix not death 'mongst pleasing comedies, 

That treat nought else but pleasure and delight." 

The prologue to Lyly’s Camcaspe says: 

"...But howsoever we finish our worhe we crave cardon, if we 
offend in matter, and patience if we transgresse in manners. 
We have mixed mirth with counsell, and discipline with de¬ 
light, thinking it not anisee in the same warden to sowe pot- 
hearbeo, that we set flowers." 

Creene adds to the end of rriar Paeon and rriar Pungay the 

words of Horace: "Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci 

Although the nersonal lives of the University Lits hardi 

attest to a- moralistic cropensity, thèir plays are 
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not wholly free from the didactic motive. Greene*s Frinr 

Bacon resolves to soend: 

"The remnant of my life 
In pure devotion, praying to my God 13 
That he would save what Bacon vainly lost." 

He is to live in deep and unremittant repentance: 

"Yet, Bacon, cheer thee; drown not in despair. 
Sins have their salves; repentance can do much. 
Think Mercy sits where Justice holds her seat, 
And from those wounds those bloody Jews did pierce, 
Which by thy magic oft did bleed afresh, 
From thence for thee the dew of mercy drops 
To wash the wrath of high Jehovah’s ire, .. 
And make thee as a new-born babe from sin..." 

Lodge’s Defense of Poetry. Music and Stage Plays professes 

an essentially didactic purpose in drama, Speaking of the 

traditional purpose of the ancient drama, which cônttadiots 

the charges of the Puritans against the turpitude of con¬ 

temporary drama, Lodge avows that tragedy was 

"invented of the old time to no other purpose, but to yield 
prhise unto God for a happy harvest, or plentiful year. ... 
As for Comedies  they were such as did reprehend; __ 
were mervelously profitable to the reclaiming of abuse.." 15 

Although this didactic element is never wholly absent from 

the plays of this period, it is significant that a change 

of attitude was taking dace, and delight was just as im¬ 

portant as profit, and in the ascendancy as the aim of the 

drama. 

After the University Wits had firmly established them¬ 

selves in the London theatre end the drama had given itself 

over completely to the people and their tastes, the didac¬ 

tic temper of the drama as indicative of a moralistic atti- 
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tude toward plays on the part of the playwrights is almost 

wholly absent from the prologues and epilogues of the plays. 

The double motive of pleasure and profit continues to be 

professed, as, indeed, we find it professed throughout the 

Elizabethan drama, even to the closing of the theatres. Eut 

in the worlcs of the later playwrights the emphasis is placed 

upon pleasure and pure entertainment. Let us examine some 

of the prologues to the plays of these later dramatists, 

Chapman, Heywood, Belcher, llarston, Middleton, Webster, 

Beaumont and Fletcher, and Shirley, ,in an attempt to draw 

some manner of conclusion as to their conception of the 

function of the drama, and its purpose in the theatre. 

In the dedication to The Revenge of Bussy D’Ambois, 

Chapman voices his opinion of the office of tragedy; 

«Poore enuious foules they are that cauill at truths want 
in these naturall fictions; materiall instruction, elegant 
and sententious excitation to Vertue, and deflection from 
her contrary; being the soule, lims, and limits of an 
autenticall Tragédie." 

Chapman here is one with the earlier pure didacticians such 

as Gascoigne, Whetstone,, and the classical dramatists of 

the Universities. Similarly, in Byron1 s Cons-niracle» Chap¬ 

man professes a moral aim. He entreats the audience-to 

" see in his £Byron'sj reuolt how honours flpod 
Ebbes into ayre, when men are Great, not Good." 

This is the old medieval conception of tragedy, depicting 

the fall of great men from the heights of power' and grandio¬ 

sity to the depths of defeat and frustration, exemplified 



earlier by The Mirour for llan;istrates and Lydgate's Fall 

of Princes. 

According to the Address to the Reader prefixed to 

The Shoemaker1s Holiday. Decker believes mirth and pure 

pleasure to justify the drama: 

"Take all in good worth that is well intended," he writes, 
"for nothing is purposed but mirth;_ mirth length1neth long 
life, which, with all other blessings, X heartily wish you. 

Yet in the prologue to The Whore of Babylon Dekker reverts 

to a moral justification of the drama. Although the matter 

of the play is grave and serious, the prologue says; 

"What in it is most graue, will most delight." 

Here, Dekker is relying on the inner delight of a moral 

character, rather than on that species of pure and superfi¬ 

cial pleasure .and delight he seeks to evoke in The Shoe¬ 

maker's Holiday. Farther along in the •orologue to The 

Whore of Babylon, he beseeches his audience to take no per¬ 

sonal umbrage in the play. He is merely setting up the 

wicked and morally repulsive as a testimony to the destiny 

of such people, and as a caveat to those who are likely to 

fall in their footsteps. He is merely admonishing the 

spectator to 

"Scorne the scornes and Enuies ranckling tooth, 
For this is all she does, she wakens Truth." 

Do not come here to laugh at rowdyism and farce, he says. 

Give your utmost attention to the matter which is about to 

be presented to you and listen seriously,, for 



«wee present 
Matter aboue the vulgar Argument." 

In the prologue to If this be not a Good Play, the Devil 

is in It, Decker criticizes his contemporary fellow drama¬ 

tists for condescending to the vulgar tastes of the 

audience and prostituting the office and purpose of the 

drama as a moral and instructive medium. The prologue says: 

"But *tis with Poets now, as * tis with nations, 
Thil-savourdst Vices, are the bravesc Fashions 
A Play whose Rudenes, Indians would abhorre, 
Ift fill a house with Fishwives, Paré, They all Roare, 
It is not Praise is sought for (Row) but Pence, 
Tho dropd from Greasie-apron Audience." 

Deleter here’ strikes at the propensity of the dramatists to 

give the audience what it wants without resistance in the 

name of art. He represents an exception to the general dic¬ 

tum that the drama is written merely to please, an attitude 

which.generally characterized the later dramatists. Denver's 

plays are pervaded with a religious and philosophical air 

which make them distinctive in the general body of plays 

written by the later playwrights, who were characteristically 

oblivious of a moral aim in their plays and who wrote merely 

to please and reap profit and remuneration. 

John Marston belongs to the school of conscious effort. 

Like Jonson, he wishes to laugh men out of their follies, 

yet his attempts seem hardly to be the result of a genuine 

and sincere desire to bettef mankind,- springing rather, it 

seems, from a deep pessimistic, and misanthropic attitude 

toward mankind. His conception of the function of tragedy 



concur? with the traditional idea. The prologue to his 

Antonio's Revenge warns*those in the audience who came for 

mere entertainment and mirth to leave the theatre "before 

the play begins. 

"Who winVs, and shuts his apprehension un 
From common sense of what men were and are, 
Who would not Vnow what men must be — let such 
Hurry amain from our blacV-visaged shows: 
T7e shall affright their eyes w 

The prologuè welcomes those who Vnow grief and the "true 

cense of misery." Marston expect? his audience to ta^e 

example from his tragedy. 

To set off the grave end of ^nrston's tragedy, we mi-dit 

here record the intention of The Roaring ftirle. by newer 

and Middleton, whose prologue announces that the very op¬ 

posite effect from that of Antonio's Revenge ia intended: 

"Only we intreate you thinVe our Scoene 
Cannot sneaVe high (the subiect being but meane) 
A Ron ring Girle (whose notes till now neuer were) 
Shall fill with laughter our vast Theatre, 
That's all which I dare promise: TragicV passion, 
And puch graue stuffe, is this day out of fashion." 

Artistic instinct, and personal conviction as to the ends 

of art are not considered here. Popular *fashion' and con¬ 

ventional tacte are the only determining factors in the 

writing -of plays for DelcVer and Tliddleton in this case. 

Returning to Marston, it is evident that, although he 

professed to be, as a satirist, an ameliorator of the con¬ 

ditions of humanity, most of the prologues to his comedies 

give evidence that his sole intent is the giving of pleasure 
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,at art's expense. The drsmg. is justified if it fives 

pleasure to the multitude, and the censure of the judi¬ 

cious few, for whom Jancon wrote, does not appeal to him. 

Indeed, he rejects utterly the approval and criticism of 

the few, and aims his satire at Jonson in the Induction 

to Tjfhat You T^ill. Philorauce, in the typical Jonsonian atti¬ 

tude, becomes apprehensive for the author when he notices * 

three of "the most-to-be-fear'd auditors that ever were" 

entering the playhouse. Doricus, his friend, is impatient 

with him and assails him and his kind, obviously Jonson and 

his cohorts, who "maintain contempt 'gainst common censure." 

That which most pleases the greatest number is that which 

must be allowed, Doricus insists. 

" Know, rules of art 
ÏÏSïe shaped to pleasure, not pleasure to your rules." 

Marston further emphasizes his intent as one which delights 

solely, in the prologue to The Dutch Courtesan: 

  the only end 
Of our now study is, not to offend. 
Yet think not but, like others rail we could 
(Best art presents not what it can but should) 
And if our pen in this seems over-slight, 
T<re strive not to instruct, but to delight." 

Similarly, the prologue to The Fawn, or The Parisitaster. 

denies all moral intention: 

"Yourmodest pleasure is our author's scope, 
The hurdle and the rack to them he leaves 
That have naught left to be accomoted any.... 
But if the nimble form of comedy, 
Mere spectacle of life and public manners, 
May gracefully arrive to your pleased ears, 
\7e boldly dare the utmost death of fears...." 



The object of John Fletcher seems to have been the 

justification of the double motive of profit and delight 

in his plays, for this intent is repeatedly voiced in the 

prologues of his work. The prologue to The Loyal Subject 

informs the spectators: 

"We need not noble Gentlemen to invite 
Attention, preinstruot you who did write 
This worthy Story, being confident 
The mirth join’d with graue matter, and Intent 
To yield the hearers profit, with delight, 
Will speak the maker." 

Yet the prologue to The had Lover omits any mention of 

•profit* and speaks only of delight: 

" and in this Play 
How many twelve-pences ye have * stow'd this day: 
Remember for return of your delight 
We launch, and plough through storms of fear, and 

spight; 

And you our noble Merchants, for your treasure 
Share equally the fraught, we run for pleasure." 

The prologue to The Fair Maid of the Inn equally professes 

the giving of delight to the spectators: 

"The Fair Maid of the Inn to you commends 
Her hopes and welcomes, and withal intends 
In th*Entertains to which she doth invite ye, 
All things to please, and some things to delight ye. 

Finally, the prologue to The Tamer Tam'd summarizes laconi 

cally the objective maintained by Fletcher in the writing 

of plays : 

"We do present this Comedy, in which 
• A rivulet of pure wit flows, strong and rich 
In Fancy, Language, and all parts that may 
Add Grace and Ornament to a merry Play. 
We do intreat the angry men would not 

Expect the mazes of a subtle plot, 
Set speeches, high Esqpressions, and what's worse, 
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In a true Comedy, politici- discourse. 
The end we aim at is to mabe you soort; 

Yet neither gall the City, nor the Court." 

From an examination of these quotations from representa¬ 

tive prologues of the plays of Fletcher we may conclude 
41 

that the object of this playwright was ever to please 

the majority in the audience, and his conception of the 

drama must have been one which allowed for a capitulation 

to the demands and tastes of the spectators, pleasing the 

greatest number in order to reap the greater benefit. Al¬ 

though his prime objective was to please and entertain - 

a motive which led him to write fanciful and artificial 

comedies in collaboration with Beaumont, reflecting the 

quality of their audience, he was not scrupulous about in¬ 

serting matter from which ’profit' could be derived. 

To Ben Jonson we owe the first constructive end com¬ 

prehensive theory of literary art from a playwright. Through 

an examination of the prologues, prefaces, and involved 

inductions to some of his plays we may find expressed his 

attitude and aims concerning the function and purpose of 

the drama. In his notebook called Timber, or Discoveries 

Made un on Hen and Hatter we ran y discover his theory of 

the drama embellished and rigorously set down. 

Jonson’s theory of dramatic art is entirely classical 

and didactic. His conception of the poet as teacher, of 

the end of poetry as moral, dominates his theory, although 
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this conception ic not employed in all hie plays. In. 

come of his plays Jonson merely presents a picture of 

the rogues and credulous fools of society in action, and 

he is content to leave them in their own petty, brutish 

world without castigating or bringing down justice upon 

then in the end. In The Alchemist, the imposters and 

cozeners are not brought to vindictive punishment; they 

work their own way out of the difficulties and snares in¬ 

to 'which they have embroiled themselves, and continue 

their deceitful and ignominious lives apparently with im¬ 

punity. In Volpone. Jonson is more ruthless with his 

characters, and less the detached, impersonal observer. 

At the- end of the play one of the Avocatori says to the 

audience: 

" How you begin 
TflThen crimes are done and past, and to be punished, 
To think what your crimes are. Away with themJ 
Let all that see these vices thus rewarded, 
Take heart, and love to study *em. Mischiefs feed 
Like beasts, till they be fat, and then they bleed.” 

In the dedication of Volpone to "the two famous universi¬ 

ties” Jonson clearly and emphatically states his aim in 

writing the comedy: 

”But my special aim being to put the snaffle in their 
mouths that cry out, *Vfe never punish vice in our inter¬ 
ludes1 I took the more liberty, though not without came 
lines of example, drawn even in the ancients themselves, the 
goings out of whose comedies are not always joyful, but oft- 
times the bawds, the servants, the rivals, yea, and the 
masters are mulcted —and fitly, it being the office of a 
comic poet to irritate justice and instruct to life as well 
as purity of language, or stir uo gentle affections " 



In Timber, he gives his conviction of the moral function 

of poetry: 

••The ctudy of it, (if vree will trust Aristotle) offers to 
manhinde a certaine rule, and Patterne of living well, 
and happily; di^no^im us to all Givill offices of ^ocietsr. 
If wee will believe Tully, it nonricheth, and instructeth 
our Youth; delights our Age; ndornes our ^rornerity; com¬ 
forts our Adversity; entertaines us at home;   inso¬ 
much as the wisest, end be°t learned have thought her the 
absolute Mistress of manners; and neerest of >in to Ver- 
tue. And whereas thejr entitle philosophy to be a rigid 
and austere poetry, they have, on the contrary, styled 
•noesy a dulcet and gentle philosowhjr, which leads on and 
guides us by the hand to action with a ravishing delight 
and incredible sweetness.” 16 

r~ 

Jons cm* s method and aim in writing comedies was to 

laugh men out of their follies, in the prologue to Every 

Man in His Humour, he professes this end. He mocvr those 

writers of romantic drama, full of inconsistencies, im¬ 

probabilities, and irrelevant details inserted to nlease 

the vulgar. In this play, he says, he will not write of 

such things as the downfall of "creatin'* thrones, the boys 

to nlease,” 

”ïïor nimble squib is seen, to ma^e afeard 
The gentlwomen, nor rolled bullet heard, 
To say it thunders, nor ternestuons drum 
Rumbles, to tell you when the storm doth come...” 

But, he adds, he will imitate the manners of men, using 

their own language, ac Hordsworth sought to do. He will - 

”....chow an ima>e of the times, 
And snort with human follies, not with crimes — 
Ercent we mahethem such, by loving still 
Our ponular errors, when we >now th'axe ill. 
I mean such errors as you'll all confess, 
By laughing at then, thejr deserve no less...” 

Jonson'n lofty ideal of the poet mahes him one with 
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Milton, Shelley, Dr. Johnson, and Coleridge, in his convic¬ 

tion that it is impossible "of any man’s being the good 
17 

poet without first being a good man." 

His conception of the function of poetry is bound by 

the double motive of profit and delight, much as we hatfe 

seen in the other playwrights we have previously discussed. 

In the discussion of the parts of comedy and tragedy in 

the Discoveries, he acknowledges the end of the two species 
18 

of drama to be the same: "to teach and delight." The 

prologue to The Silent Woman avers that; 

"The ends of all, who for the scene do write, 
Are, or should be, to profit and delight." 

Similarly, the prologue to Volpone: 

"In all his poems still hath been this measure: 
To mix profit with your pleasure..." 

The epilogue to the Staple of News concludes: 

"Thus have you seen the maker’s double scope 
To profit and delight...." 

Jonson examined the state of the theatre in London 

and found the office of the drama and its lofty and sacred 

function maligned and vitiated by his contemporary fellow- 

dramatists. He criticized Shakespeare for his artificial 

bombast, his weakness in catering to the vulgar tastes of 

the audience in writing of the "Fight over York and Lan¬ 

caster’s long jars," using only "three rusty swords, and 
19 

help of some few foot-and-half-foot words." He repu¬ 

diated the "111 customs of the age" which purchased the de¬ 

light of the audience "by any means," by the use of ribaldry, 
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profanity, and fatuous ron^nticiems. In the midst of the 

third act of Every 1 an Ont of TTic Humour, tiro of Jon?on*a 

conventional interlocutor^, Pitis rind Cordotus, become so¬ 

licitous over the reception of the play which is apparently 

developing into a radically different cpecies of drama, in 

comparison with the accented and conventional tj^e then 

popular on the London stage. Titic says he fears that the 

"objection will be enforced against the author  

That the argument of his comedy might have been of 
some, other no.ture, as of a dul-e to be in love with a countes°, 
and that countess to be in love with the duve’s son, and 
the son to love the lady’s wait in—maid; come such cross 
wooing, with a clown to their servinwnan, better than to be 
thus near, and familiarly allied to the time." 20 

Such dramatic themeo were of no purpose in the theatre, 

which should be dedicated to the castigation of vice and 

the inculcation of virtue in the spectator, thought Joncon. 

In the dedication of Yolpone he accusée the dramatists of 

profaning the high office of the poet, who should be "the 

interpreter and arbiter of nature, a teacher of all things 

divine no less than human." He continues; 

"For my own -nart, I con, and from a most clear conscience 
affirm that T hove ever trembled to thinv toward the least 
orofoneness, have loathed the use of such fould and unwashed 
bawdry as is now made the food of the scene...." 

In the preface to the reader of The Mchemist, Joncon 

scourges the playwrights of his time, who write, without the 

le^ct flinch of conscience, plays 

"’Therein now the concurrcence of ji^n and dances so rei^neth, 
as to run away from nature and he afraid of her " 



Jonnn's ain me to reform the tastes of the audience, 

to guide them alon"” the true direction of -irt, and to 

tench them the real function of the drome. Thoce drama¬ 

tists he attached well, who "are esteemed the more learned 

end sufficient" for their entering to the vulgar testes cf 

their nudience, for the spectator's 

Hexcellent vice of judgment, for they commend writers a<- 
they do fencers or wrestlers, who, if they come in robuc- 
tuouclj’ and put for it with a ^rest deal of violence, ere 
received for the braver fellows, when many times their own 
rudeness is the cause of their disgrace, and ** little 
touch of their adversary <”ives all thr t boisterous force 
the foil.w 21 

Thus it wee an impatience with the vulgar '■nd unstable 

tastes of the nudience, nnd & nrofound desire to reform 

them that moved Jonson to rttscb his p-aectstors so ruth¬ 

lessly. His ■'''reoccuration with the classic'11 lews led him 

to condemn the contemporary drome for deviating from then,, 

end while, in theory, he professed the necessity of employ¬ 

ing them, there is ? disunity between theory end practice 

in’ some of his plays. Oe.jenus breavs the unity of time, 

yet Jonson is aware of this infraction and commits it con¬ 

sciously. In his preface to the reader he attempts to ex¬ 

onerate this abrasion: 

"First if it be objected that what I publish is no 
true poem, in the atrict laws of time, I confess it, as 
also in the want of a nroper chorus, whose habit and moods 
are such and no difficult as not onj’1 whom I trve seen since 
the ancients — no, not they who have most presently af¬ 
fected laws — have jret come in the wo y of." 
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But, he continues, it in, impossible in these times to "ob¬ 

serve the old state and splendor of dramatic poems, with 

preservation of any popular delight." The tastes of the 

audience preclude imitation of the ancients. The tragedy 

of Catiline breaks the unity of both place and time, and 

in Tvery Kan in Hi a Hunon r, unity of action does not exist. 

As a conscious dramatist, then, evolving his ora 

standards and rules of dramatic construction, setting up 

his own theory of the function of the drama derived from 

the classical precepts of Aristotle and Horace, and deli¬ 

berate in the articulation of these convictions, Joncon 

stands alone among the Elizabethan dramatists. 

As for Shavesweare’s conception of the function of 

the drama, he seems to have been concerned with a mere re¬ 

flection of nature. His aim in the writing of plays was 

apparently "to show virtue her own feature, scorn her own 

image, and the very age and body of the time his form and 

pressure." His plays are devoid of all moralistic aim 

except for the examples of virtue and ,goodness manifested 

in his characters as human beings.. His ^reat and magnani¬ 

mous characters propitiate the o*ood and honorable in-man, 

his arrant and despicable villains and murderers are never 

reformed as an exemplary lesson to the cuectator. The end 

of his nl^ys usually show"the downfall and destruction of 

both the evil and the innocent. Summarily, Shakespeare 

seems to have been the servant of no cause but of "mere 
\ 
\ 



naked life.” 

Concerning rha^ec^eare’s theory of dramaturgy, re 

know nothing He seems to have been content to write in 

the conventional and established idiom of the theatre, 

mingling the swecies in one piny nnd disregarding the 

unities. Perhaps the .declaration of complete Independence 

and freedom -proclaimed by Time, the -prologue to ^the fourth 

act of The Winter1 s Tale, represents Shakespeare’s attitude 

toward the classical laws of dramaturgy: 

"Impute it not a crime 
To me or my swift passage, that I slide 
O’er sixteen years and leave the growth untried 
Of that wide yap, since it is in my pover 
To o’erthrow law and in one self-born hour 
To plant and overwhelm custom. Let ne -pass 
The same as I am, ere ancient’st order was 
Or what is now received: T witness to 
The times that brought them in; so shall I do 
To the freshest things now reiyniri^ and mave stale 
The mlisterinm of this present, as my tale 
ITow seems to it." 

Let us now consider the position of the plajrwright 

in the Elizabethan theatre, taking un such questions as 

his choice and handling of the dramatic materials which 

would mleape his audience, his method of dramatic construc¬ 

tion, and his ideas concerning the -profession of wlaywritin^ 

which he entered for the reasons which we have heretofore 

discussed. 

T7e have seen why the Elisabethan drama could- not ad¬ 

here to the classical laws of dramatic construction. The 



-.laywrights rere rriting rapidly, coucoring as rrry jl'. j^c 

us possible, in order to mai-c wore money. They strove 

for a mere mon enter y effect on the stage, followin'* a tra¬ 

dition long bred in the weo-le, rho did not exoect n lit¬ 

erary art in the drama, but a hodge-wodge of exciting, 

conic, and cuectaculer events in eoic end realistic 

fashion. Here rere demands altogether different from 

those of the classical dramatists rho rere imitated in 

the Universities, Lar Courts, and Academic circles, For¬ 

tunately, those‘schooled in the Universities had intro¬ 

duced the classical five-act structure into the province 

of the -popular drama, and this feature wir the sole rem¬ 

nant and semblance of. classical influence. The pi?:'-? ^ere 

created solely for the pta^e an*i the eyes of the audience; 

the dr® ma,tie ts constructed them with this end in view. 

Whetstone writes, in the address to the reader of his 

Promus and Cassandra; 

"If by chance thou li^ht on some speech that seeneth 
darlr, consider of it with judment before thou condemn the 
rorb; for in many minces he is driven both to praise and 
blame in one breath; which-in reading will seem hard and 
in action appear plain." 

Llrrcton, in his oref-’ce to The ra-rapita.ster, says that 

comedies are "to be suo’rne, not to be read." Fe has not 

constructed his wlays for the reader, but only with the' 

intention of giving them life on the stage, in action, 

where the effect will be one of a whole and comwlete action 

and not of detailed and eoisodic -perfection. Where the 



audience trill not be concerned with imperfections in con¬ 

struction, end gl-ring verisimilitude, the reader rill 

have the opportunity to detect -md uncover such fruits in 

a dorer scrutiny. To harston, en to the other Elizabethan 

plQjmri^hts, the drama vnq not a literary rrt, but a eta^e 

spectacle, to be seen in rapid end continuous action: a 

thing to be seen end heard, not read and criticized from a 

literary standpoint. Again in the address to the reader 

of The Malcontent I arston writes: 

"Only one thing afflicts me, to thinv that scenes, invented 
merely to be sôohen, should be enforcively published to be 
read w 

The dramatists were writing for the theatre, for the 

audience, not for the study a,nd the reader. Only Pen Jonson, 

who constructed his dramas rith a deliberate adherence to 

classical laws, could wilfully publish his ’worl-s* as 

reading matter. The other playwrights published occasional 

plays as a precautionary measure against the surreptitious 

action of shorthand recorders and deceitful printers, who 

produced imperfect and atrociously distorted versions of . 

plays which they thought would mave a good sale. Sometimes 

the playwright was driven to publish a play in order to 

mabe money. Hut he did not write with this end in view; 

his worhs would seldom bear UP under such close scrutiny. 

The Elizabethan dramatist was ever on the alert for 

new and appropriate literary material *for his plays. TTe 

approached material for bis plots purely as a poet and a 



dramatist. He var rot interested in historical truth, 

but * felled truth.' Tn the dedication of The Feven^e of 

p'Ambol0, Chauimn as'-n mho ejects truth In a- poem, 

"rhose subieot is rot truth, but things li>e truth?" In 

the -prologue to The Silent Toman, Jonson writes: 

" noetc never credit pain'd 
Py writing truths, buttings, like truths, well 

feirn'd." 

Dev^er juRtifiec his deviation from historical truth in 

The T’iiore of Babylon in hie explanation of his attitude 

toward the facts of historv in the address to the reader: 
! 

" And whereas I.may, (by some more curious in cénsure, 
then sound in judgment) he critically taxed, that T falsi¬ 
fie the account of time and set not down Occurrents, ac¬ 
cordin'1* to their true succession, let such (that are so 
nice of stomach) vnow that T write as a Poet, not as an 
Hiotorian, and that these two doe not Hue vnder one law." 

Harston's address to the reader of hio Sophonisba sprees 

with DeMrer and Chapman: 

"Enow that I have not labored in this poem to tie my¬ 
self to relate anythinp as an historian, but to enlarpe 
everythinp as a poet...." 

It was just this characteristic of the nlaywripht that 

Stephen Posson objected to in Plays Confuted in Fine Actions 

Gosson found his contemporaries in the theatre guilty of 

lies and falcehoods in their representation of history. 

" Playes ore no Images of trueth, because sometime they 
handle such thinpes as neuer were, sometime they runne vnon 
truethes, but mate them ceeme lonper, or shorter, or preater 
or les'-e then they were, accordinp as the Poet bloweo them 
vp with his quill, for acpirinp* heades, or minceth them 
smaller for wen her stomahes   Ar for the ims-e of 
truth — the perfect Image is that which ma/fceth the thinp 
to ceeme neither preater nor lec^e then in deede it is. Put 



in rin3rer: either tho^-p thlnger '•re fained ttrt neuer were, 
fir Cunid and Psyche nlnid nt mules; and a <rrpate manj’’ 
Comedipr more at yp Bl^Oefriers and in enpry nayehou^e 
in London or if a true TTiotorie be ta Pen in hand, it 
is m^de li>e our shadows, longest at the rising «and falling 
of the Sunne, ''horteet of all "at hie noone." 22 

The roetn, he cays, dir tort historjr in such a manner no to 

"best ahowe the maiestie of their ren in Trayicall cnenches 
or Turing in a "hewe to furnish the Stace Then it is to 
bare....11 23 

GrOPson must have chosen Joneon’s Se.lanns as the sole his¬ 

torical drama of hie ace, for of all the dramas of this 

period, Sejanns alone comnlies with the retirements set 

down by Gosson. Yet Se.jann^ fails utterly as a drama, be¬ 

cause it too frenuently lacVs the touch of the poet, and 

because, as Mo.rston accused it, it 

“transcribes authors, ouotes authorities, and translates 
Latin prose orations into Pn-dLish blanV verse.“ 24 

In attemntinc to meet the demands of ponnlar taste, 

the dramatists were in the position described by Thorns 

Heywood in the pro!o^ne to Poyal piny and Loyal flublect: 

“To five contente to this most curious an*e, 
The pod*' themselves we’ve brought down to the stare 
And figur’d them in nlnnet® — mde even Hell 
Deliver un the Furies, by no spell 
Saving the Fuse’® ranture. Further we 
Have trafficp’d by their help: no history 
Te’ve left unrifled: our penr have been dint, 
Ac well in openinr each hid manuscript, 
As tracts more vulcar, whether rend or sun^ 
In our domestic or more forreign tongue. 
Of Fairy elves, rçnnnhys, of the sea, and land, 
The lawnn and groves: no number can be scann’d 
Thich we’ve not riven feet to; nay, ’tis Pnown 
That when our Chronicles h.nve barren "rown 
Of story, we hove all invention stretch’d, 
Div’d low ar, to the centre, and then reach’d 



Unto the primum mobile above 
(Nor 'scap'd things intermediate) for your love. 
These have been acted often; all have past 

, Censure, of which some live and some are cast." 

John Lyly realized as well the dramatist's problem in 

striving to satisfy a heterogeneous public, and the words 

of the prologue to Midas may be considered as representa¬ 

tive of the Elizabethan playwrights in general: 

"Gentlemen, so nice is the world, that for anparel 
there is no fashion, for music no instrument, for diet no 
delicate, for plays no invention, but breedeth satiety 
before night..... At our exercises, soldiers call for 
tragedies — their object is blood; courtiers for comedies - 
their subject is love; countrymen for pastorals — shep¬ 
herds are their saints. Traffic and travel hath woven the 
nature of all nations into ours, and made this land like 
arras — full of device; which was broadcloth — full of 
workmanship. Time hath confounded our minds, our minds, 
the matter; but all coraeth to this pass, that what hereto¬ 
fore hath been served in several dishes for a feast, is 
now minced in a charger for a gallimaufry. If we present 
a mingle-mangle, our fault is to be excused, because the 
whole world is become an hodge-podge." 

Ue have already indicated the popular reception of 

Italian novellb by the Elizabethans, and their interest in 

and preoccupation with matters shrouded in a foreign and 

romantic charm. Aware of the popular interest in such 

stories, the playwrights seized such plots and dramatized 

them, laying the scenes of their plays in foreign countries. 

Such settings- provoked the scorn of Gosson, who asks, 

"When ye soule of your playes is eyther meere trifles, or 
Italian baudery, or wooing of gentlewomen, what are we 
taught?" 25 

The Elizabethans possessed Coleridge's quality of a 

"momentary suspension of disbelief," which made them such 

responsive and happy spectators for the dramatists, as we 



have ceen in the earlier che-terc of this uaner in rhich 

re nointed out their en^er credulity. Thic nn.olity ’ive 

birth to the re^lth of romantic nlays then current in the 

playhouses. Certain stoc’’- characters rere emected in 

these romantic nlnys, much li^-e the characters in the old 

Italian Commedia dell1arte, °nd the dramatistc used them 

tine and time ar-ain, in much the same circumstances. The 

audience did not tire of them until late in the •'-eriod. 

Hamlet smen>s of these stocv characters: 

nThe adventurous hnic’ht shall use his foil and target;" 
rhich rill thrill the audience — "the lover shall not si^h 
mratis," for he rill receive a clause -ro-ortionate rith 
the frequency’' of hio hot si''ho; "the hui orous man sh°ll 
end his aart in peace; the clorn shall nrve those lauph 
rhoce lun^s are tickle oHhe sere; and the lady shall“say 
her mind freely, or the blnnl- verse shall halt for*t." ?~ 

In their untirinp se-rch for dramatic material, the 

dramatists — "the abstract chronicles of our time" as 

Ila.mlet calls them — seised contemporary events — such 

murders and crimes as, re have ceen, toov nlace in the days 

of Elisabeth, ''nd rhicli rere on the li-ns of the ueonle. 

Arden of ‘Peversham, rhich come scholars have imouted to 

the pen of Thomas ryd, rho had previously used a popule.r 

murder as the subject of a proee rorlr, ma>e° use of a pop¬ 

ular event, recorded previously in Holinahed’s Chronicle. 

Similarly, A Yorkshire Tragedy, °nd \ rainy for Fair 

TTomen rere based on recent actual occurrences rith rhich 

the average Londoner ras rell acaua.inted, and these niayo 

C,ave him the omortunity to see such familiar and 

rideljr renorned occurrences enacted rith exuberated 
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horror in the playhouses. 

Let us now consider the theatre for which the Eliza¬ 

bethan dramatist wrote. 7e have seen what the spectators 

desired and e:cpected in the theatre, and why their tastes 

were such as they were. It is apparent that the Eliza¬ 

bethan spectator came to the playhouse with no ideas of 

dramatic proprièty or conception of dramatic art. He 

merely wished to see action on the stage, supplied by 

characters whom he had learned to love and delight in, so 

far bach as the mystery cycles, an unbf\aven uninterrupted 

sequence of as many crowded events as possible, which would 

evoke in him sensation, surprise, elation, laughter, and 

tears. Ueeting such an audience, the -olaywright ^new the 

direction he must take and the method he must use. So lon^* 

as he constructed a diversity of episodes, provided propi- 

tious coupa de theatre, followed established and proven 

conventions, he pleased his audience and was applauded. 

His aim beer me to write an attractive and sustained enter¬ 

tainment, pleasing the palate of each species of auditor. 

He used crude effects, irrelevanciec, and improbabilities, 

which comprised a sound and unquestionable whole, and 

which held the spectator during their rs.pid course. Enowing 

the fecund imagination of the spectator, which was like his 

own, his concern over stage scenery was negligible. He 

painted the scene of the action of his play with words. 
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1resi;e'1re,s choruc, which, eots ts prolo ue to each cct 

of Henry V, serves ac on sujeal to the imagination of the 

spectators and guides them through the vnleidoscopic 

action. In the prolo me to Act I Shavespeare admits the 

limitations of his stage, and exhorts the o.udience to em¬ 

ploy the imagination to sumelement its deficiencies: 

" Eut pardon, gentles all, 
The flot unraised spirits that have dared 
On this unworthy scaffold to bring forth 
So great an object: can this coclpit hold 
The vasty fields of Fronce? or majr re cram 
,7ithin this wooden 0 the very cascues 
That did affright the air at A'gincourt? 
0 pardon! since a crooked figure may 
Attest in little pin ce a million; 
njid let us, ciphers to this great accompt, 
On your imaginary forces wor!-. 

Piece out our imperfections with your thoughts; 
Into a thousand parts divide one man, 
And mave imcginary puissance; 
Thinv, when we tnlh of horses, thrt you see them 
Printing their proud hoofs i* the receiving eo.rth; 
For 'tis your thoughts that now must dech our ‘’-ings, 
Carry them here end there; jumping o'er times, 
Turning the accomplishment of many j^ears 
Into an hour-glass: for the which supoljr, 
Admit me Chorus to this history....11 

In the urologue to Act II, Shakespeare implores his o.udience 

to indulge his "abuse of distance" in change of scene: 

"....Linger your potience on; and we'll digest 
The abuse of distance; force a play: 
 and the scene 
Is transported, gentles, to Southampton; 
There is the plajdiouse now, there must you sit: 
And thence to France shall we convey you safe, 
And bring you bach, charming the nerrow seas 
To give you ^entle case; for, if we may, 
T7e'll not offend one stomach with our play." 

The prologue to Act III continues the exhortation: 
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" Play with your fancies 

0, do but think 
You stand uuon the rivoge anri behold 
A city on the inconstant billows dancing; 

Uork, wor^ your thoughts and therein see a siege.” 

Dekker's prologue to The Whore of Babylon sets the stage 

of the imagination for the spectators, and like Shakespeare fc, 

exhorts them to ”eke out our performance with your mind.” 

"So, winged Time that long agoe flew hence 
You must fetch backe, with all those golden yeeres 
He stole, and here imagine still hee stands, 
Thrusting his silver locke into your hands. 
There hold it but two howres, It shall from Gxaues 
Eaize vp the dead......” 

The Elizabethan dramatist was ever aware of his 

audience, and although he committed infractions of the 
% 

classical laws of construction, he saw to it that his 

audience followed his plot and comprehended his situations. 

He acknowledged no nice distinction between the genres of 

the drama, for in his tragedies he interpolated comedy, and 

in his comedies there were tragical episodes that brought 

tears and gasps after light laughter and rank bawdiness. In 

his five-act drama we see the ancient miraoles in miniscule, 

developed into an art-form and written for a different pur¬ 

pose, but following the same traditional pattern. 

There were those, however, who were more acutely con¬ 

scious of the impropriety of such romantic drama, and who 

complained about this indecorum in the contemporary drama. 

In the dedication to Promus and Cassandra, TChetstone rebukes 
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the dramatist who 

"grounds his work on impossibilities, then in three hours 
runs he through the world, marries, gets children, makes 
children men, men to conquer kingdoms, murder monsters, 
and bringeth gods from heaven, and fetcheth devils from 
hell." 

He also condemns the gross indecorum of making a 

"clown companion with a king; and in their grave counsels 
they allow the advice of fools; yea, they use one order of 
speech for all persons...." 

Whetstone’s criticism is one of the same order as Sidney’s, 

whose criticism he preceded by some five years. The very 

words of Whetstone and Sidney are adopted by a character 

in Florio's First Fruits: 

" G. After dinner we will go see a play. 

H. The plays that they play in England are not 
right comedies. 

T. Yet they do nothing else but play every day. 

H. Yea, but they are nigther right comedies nor 
right tragedies. 

G. How would you name them then? 
27 

H. Representations of histories without decorum." 

The printer of Marlowe’s Tamburlaine seems to have been 

affected with a queasiness of conscience in his address to 

the reader : 

"I have, purposely, omitted and left out some fond and 
frivolous gestures, digressing and, in my poor opinion, far 
unmeet for the matter, which I thought might seem more 
tedious unto the wide than any way else to be regarded, 
though haply they have been of some vain, conceited fondlinep 
greatly gaped at, what times they were showed upon the stage 
in their graced deformities; nevertheless now, to be mix- 
ttired in print with such matter of worth, it would prove a 



great disgrace to be so honorable and stately a history." 

He is clearly aware of the incongruity of the two speôies 

of drama within one play. 

Satire III in Joseph Hall’s Virgidemiarum is levelled 

at the weakness of the contemporary dramatists. He ridi¬ 

cules the common convention in tragedy of intr©ducing 

foolish characters in order to allay the gloom of the mood 

and satisfy the audience’s love of variety even in rank 

tragedy. , He says:. 

"...lest such frightful shows of Fortune’s fall, 
And bloody tyrant’s rage, should chance appal 
The dead-struck audience, midst the silent rout, 
"Comes leaping in a self-misformed lout, 
And laughs, and grins, and frames hip mimic face, 
And justies straight into the prince’s place; 
Then doth the theatre echo all aloud, 
With gladsome noise of that applauding crowd. 
A goodly hotch-potchj when vile russetings 
Are match’d with raonarchs, and with nighty Icings... 
A goodly grace to sober tragic muse, 
When each base clown his clumsy fist doth bruise, 
And show his teeth in double rotten row, og 
For laughter at his self-resembled show." 

On the whole, however, the majority of the dramatists 

dearly understood the necessity of capitulating to the 

tastes of the audience, and most of them found no objection 

to the inclusion of all species of the drama in one play so 

long as they satisfied their spectators. Perhaps they felt 

the same about the business of playwriting as Bombo in 

Shirley’s Royal Master. Bombo is speaking of the contem¬ 

porary formula for success in the writing of plays: 

ff things go not now 
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By learning; I have read, *tis but to bring 
Some pretty impossibilities, for anti-masks, 
A little sense end wit disposed with thrift, 
With here and there monsters to make them laugh; 
For the grand business, to have Ifercury, 
Or Venus1 dandiprat, to usher in 
Some of the gods, that are good fellows, dancing, 
Or goddesses; and now and then a song, 
To fill a gap: a thousand crowns, perha/p‘s, 
For him that made it, and there's all the witl" 

Indeed, those who were critically aware of the lack of 

conformance to classical law in the drama, were also aware 

of the futility of such, realizing that the prevailing 

taste precluded such imitation. Jonson, in the address to 

the reader, prefixed to Seienus. remarks: 

"Nor is it needful, or almost possible in these our times, 
and to such auditors as commonly things are presented, to 
observe the old state and splendor of dramatic poems, with 
preservation of any popular delight." 

Webster's reasons for his Fhite Devil's being "no true 

dramatic poem" are arrogated to the tastes of the audience: 

" if it be objectéd that this is no true dramatic poem, 
I shall easily confess it; non potes in nugas dicere plura 
meas ipse ego quam dixi; willingly and not ignorantly in 
this kind have I faulted; for should a man present to such 
an auditory the most sententious tragedy that ever was 
written, observing all the critical laws, as hèight of 
style and gravity of person, inrich it with the sententious 
chorus, and, as it were, life'n death in the passionate and 
weighty nuntius, yet after all this divine rapture, 0 dura 
messorum ilia, the breath that comes from the uncapable mul¬ 
titude is able to poison it." 30 

Thus the dramatist fully realized his position in the 

Elizabethan theatre, the tastes of his audience, and the 

qualifications under which he labored. He concurred, for 

his aim was to make money, yet he received a delight in 

creating work that, although it must, perforce, conform to 



current standards of taste and narrow limits of convention, 

could rise at times to heights of considerable artistic ex¬ 

cellence. 
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III 

Up to this point we have studied the development and 

evolution of popular taste, we have seen its effect and 

influence upon the written drama, end we have observed the 

attitude of the public conditioned by such tastes, toward 

the theatre. Tie have also examined the position of the 

playwright: his attitude toward the drama, his conception 

of the function of the drama, and the degree of coordina¬ 

tion between his personal convictions and his actual prac- 

tice in the theatre. 

Now let us consider the relation between the drama¬ 

tist and the audience. Let us study his attitude toward 

the audience he wrote for, how he reacted to the demands 

and tastes of his audience, and what effect this reaction 

had on his work. TRfhat was the dramatist's opinion of his 

audience? To what degree did popular demand and the de¬ 

mands of the theatre he wrote for affect the individual 

genius of the playwright? These questions will be studied 

in the following pages, by the use of the prologues and 

prefaces to the r>lays, and the utterances of the play¬ 

wrights regarding the audience, found in the body of some 

of the plays’. It will not be the object of this study to 

investigate the playwrights separately, as individuals, 

but only as a representative body of play-makers writing 

under special conditions, and in deference to well-defined 



and established demands. 

T7e have seen earlier iit this popcr that the Elizabe¬ 

than dramatist me a part of the whole people. Indeed, 

it han been the object of thio study to show that he 

learned very eorly what hi° audience ranted and complied 

with these demands because they satisfied him as well ac 

his spectators, who mede it possible for him to write ro 

lone as he pleased them. The dramatist learned that he 

must write for an assorted group of spectators and that 

such circumstances prevented his writing for one distinct 

class; he must please all with one strove of his pen. 
ff 

Such demands precluded his uee of the unities; it also 

necessitated the intermin^lin^ the species of comedy and 

tra yedy. 

Let ns consider the attitude of the nlaywriwht toward 

the demands of the audience for a mixture of rnecies in 

plays. Pe have seen how the Elizabethan spectator had 

been very early conditioned to drams that was essentially 

realistic and epic; drama that included all types of chare 

tero, from vings to clowns, on the sane stage, an iirmro- 

nriet3r to which Sidney and Jetstone so strenuously ob¬ 

jected. This ooecial taste for a hodge—od^e was extended 

to the playwright as well. The early qerond Shepherd’s 

included the interlude of I'av, and the Vice of the 

old morality pla]^ hod grown so popular in the ensuing 
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•plays that his absence from the scenes of subsequent dra¬ 

ms, tic'representations, whenever it occurred, was a great 

loss. In the later plays he became the fool and the clown 

whose office was similar to that of his predecessor. The 

audience expected to see thé machinations and antics of 

such characters regardless of whether the filay was tragedy 

or romance, and even the direst of tragedies, Lear and 

Hamlet, have their fools and clowns. Thus, among the drama¬ 

tists there was no thought of developing an artistic prin¬ 

ciple which excluded a mixture of species. There is no bet¬ 

ter example of the refusal of the dramatists to adhere to 

strict laws of art a.nd the capitulation to popular taste. 

As the playwrights became more conscious of their art, they 

became acutely aware of the necessity of including a mixture 

of species in order to please a mixed a.udience — an audience 

which had held rigorously to conventions established early 

in the dramatic tra-dition and which, therefore, obtainèd in 

the subsequent development of the drama,. 

Francisco, a character in Webster’s The White Devil, 

hnows perfectly well that 

nMy tragedy must have some idle mirth in’t, 
Else it will never pass." 1 

He is voicing the conviction of the dramatists. 

The epilogue to Shirley’s The Martyred Soldier admits that 

MTwo senses must be pleased: 
And he that only seelrs to please but either, 
While both he doth not please, he pleaseth neither.B 



Here were the only rules the dramatist followed, and they 

were such as were evolved out of actual practice and ex¬ 

perience in the theatre. The Elizabethan dramatist for¬ 

mulated his own peculiar laws of playwriting, evolved as 

expediences to fit current demand and taste, and they be¬ 

came obvious and set rules, conditioning and determining 

his practice. 

In the Dedication to the Seven Champions of Christen¬ 

dom, Wirke expresses the attitude of the playwright who 

had grown cognizant of the demands of his public, yet too 

scrupulous to attempt to give it other than what it de¬ 

sired and was accustomed to seeing: 

"The nature of the work being history, it consists of 
many parts; not waiving in one direct path of comedy or 
tragedy, but having a larger field to trace; which, me- 
thinks, should yield more pleasure to the reader, novelty 
and variety being the only objects these our times are 
taken with: the tragedy may be too dull and solid, the 
comedy too sharp and bitter; but a well mixed portion of 
either,.doubtless would make the sweetest harmony." la 

Similarly, the prologue to Middleton and Rowley's The 

World Tost at Tennis avows, in an apologetic tone which 

marks the authors' consciousness of the laws of dramaturgy 

the inclusion of various elements of drama: 

"This our device we do not call a play, 
Because we break the stage's laws to-day 
Of acts and scenes: sometimes a comic strain 
Hath hit delight home in a master-vein, 
Thalia's prize; Melpomene's sad style 
Hath shook the tragic hand another while; 
The Muse of History hath caught your eyes, 
And she that chants the pastoral psalteries: 
We not lay claim to none, yet all present, 
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Seeking out pleasure to find your content.11 

Like that of Middleton and Rowley1s play, the prologue ôf 

Fulwe^l's Like Will to Like professes no adherence to the 

strict species of drama: 

“And because divers men of divers minds be. 
Some do matters of mirth and pastime require; 
Other some are delighted with*matters of gravity; 
To please all men is our author's chief desire; 
Wherefore mirth with measure to sadness is annexed, 
Desiring tha,t none here at our matter will be per¬ 

plexed. .. " 

The prologue to Edward's Damon and Pythia,s announces the 

same desire: 

"Which matter mixed with mirth and care, a just name 
to apply, 

As seems most fit, we have it termed a tragical 
comedy." 

We may conclude, then, that though the dramatists were 

aware of the strict laws of dramaturgy, they deliberately 

chose to avoid them in order to please an audience that was 

intolerant of their use. Indeed, it is the very exclusion 

of these laws that makes the Elizabethan plays so distinc¬ 

tive and original. One associates the lack of restraint 

and academic adherence to rules, which characterize these 

plays,with the exuberant and independent spirit of the 

Elizabethan age. 

Of the minority who opposed the path of the intransi¬ 

gent drama, the one consistently rebellious playwright of 

the group was Ben Jonson, who scorned the demands of the 

multitude and attempted to reform and improve upon their 



tastes by showing them their folly and by attaching the 

unscrupulous dramatists in the inductions and prefaces 

to his plays. The prologue to The Staple of Mews says 

the play is given to "produce delight" only 

"to scholars, that can judge, and fair report 
The sense they hear, above the vulgar sort 
Of nut-crackers, that only come for sight." 

It was that group who only "come for sight" which 

Jonson particularly abhorred. In the Induction to the 

Staple of Hews, the prologue welcomes four gentlewomen, 

Gossip Tattle, Gossip Expectation, Gossip Censure, and 

Gossip Mirth. They immediately announce their intention 

of sitting upon the stage, "for we are persons of quality, 

I assure you, and women of fashion, and come to see and to 

be seen." Gossip Mirth introduces her friends to the Pro¬ 

logue. He entreats madam Expectation "that your ladyship 

would expect no more than you understand." "Sir," she an¬ 

swers, "I can expect enough." "I fear, too much, lady;" 

replies the prologue, "and teach others to do the like." 

Gossip Mirth then introduces her friend, Lady Censure, whom 

she calls Curiosity. The prologue exclaims: "0, Curiosityl 

you come to see who wears the new suit today; whose clothes 

are best penn'd, whatever the^part be; which actor has the 

best leg and foot; what king plays without cuffs, and his 

queen without gloves; who rides post in stockings, and 

dances in boots." Curiosity answers: "Yes, and which 

amorous prince makes love in drink, or does over-act prodi- 
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gio.usly in beaten satin, and having got the trick on't, 

will be monstrous still, in despite of counsel." ^ 

Similarly, in the address to the reader prefaced to 

The Few Inn. Jonson speaks of^"the hundred fastidious im¬ 

pertinents" who were present at the first performances of 

the play,- 

"What did they come for, thou wilt ask me? I will as 
punctually answer: To see, and to be seen: to make a 
general muster of themselves in their clothes of credit; 
and possess the stage against the play: to dislike all, 
but mark nothing." 

Jonson detested the groundlings as much — "the un¬ 

derstanding gentlemen O’ the ground" whom he regarded as 

completely incapable of judgment. In the Induction to 

Bartholomew Fair the Bookholder enters to find the Stage- 

keeper discoursing with these 'gentlemen' who have asked 

"his judgment." The Bookholder intercedes: 

"Your judgment, rascalJ for what? sweeping the stage, or 
gathering up the broken apples for the bears within? Away, 
rogue, it's come to a fine*degree in these spectacles, when 
such a youth as you pretend to a judgment." 

In The Case is Altered Valentine speaks to Sebastian on the 

quality of audiences in the playhousesi 

"There are two sorts of persons that most commonly are in¬ 
fectious to a whole auditory one ii the rude barbarous 
crew, a people that have no brains, and yet grounded judg¬ 
ments; these will hiss any thing that mounts above their 
grounded capacities; but the other are worth the observa¬ 
tion, i'faith a few capricious gallants." 

These two classes of spectators were the constant object of 

Jonson's truculent attacks. 
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There were occasional objections to this portion of 

the audience on the part of the other dramatists, llarston, 

in the prologue to What You Will, repudiates the censure 

of the groundlings: 

"For labours he the favour of the rude, 
Hor offers sops unto the Stygian dog, 
To force a silence in his viperous tongues; 
Hor cafes he to insinuate the grace 
Of loath’d detraction, nor pursues the love 
Of the nice critics of this squeamish age." 

He will rely on the judgment of those "fair proportioned 

lovers of wit.... 

those who know the pangs of bringing forth 
A perfect feature " 

To such "gentle minds,” he says, WI am obliged to bend." 

ITo doubt Shakespeare was of this same opinion. He 

must have realized that the incapable groundlings were 

opposed to his art, yet he was content to ulacate them and 

still rise above them. Rumour, the prologue to 2 Henry IV 

speaks of 

"the blunt monster with uncounted heads, 
The still discordant wavering multitude...." 

He is doubtless referring to the audience. 

Hanlet’s Aeneas and Dido-was "caviare to the generall... 

it pleased not the million" hence it failed. Casca, in 

Julius Caesar, says : 

"If the tag-rag people, did not clap him, and hiss him, ac¬ 
cording as he pleased or displeased them, as they use to do 
the players in the theatre, I am no true man." 2 

The prologue to King Henry VIII warns the audience that he 

"comes no more to make you laugh." He is going to present 
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a play that is "sad, high, ond working, full of state and 

woe." Therefore, they 

"That come to hear a merry, bawdy play; 
A noise of targets, or to see a fellow 
In a long motley coat, guarded with yellow; 
Will be deceived " 

Apparently Polonius belongs to this group of spectators. 

Hamlet says; 
3 

" he*s for a jig or a tale of bawdry, or he sleeps..." 

In the prologue to Ting Henry VIII Shakespeare is defying 

the vulgar tastes of his audience, using his usual method 
* 

of advising the spectators of the mood of the nlay which 

will follow. Yet never do we find a direct apostrophe to 

the objectionable portion of Shakespeare's audience. He 

seems to have had "no objection to float down with the 

stream of common taste and opinion," as Hazlitt remarks.... 

* "he rose above it by his own buoyance, and impulse which he 
4 

could not keep under, in spite of himself or others...'." . 

That the playwrights were fully aware of the demands of 

the audience and sometimes opposed the vulgar taste is ap¬ 

parent in the prologues of some of the plays. The prologue 

to Shirley's Doubtful Heir announces candidly that there 

will be: 

"ÎIo shows, no dances, and what you most delight in, 
Grave understanders, here's no target-fighting 
Upon the stage, all work for cutlers barred; 
Ho bawdry, nor no ballads; this goes hard; 
But language clean; and, what affects you not, 
Without impossibilities the plot; 
ITo clown, no squibs, no devil in't." 



Shirley is resisting the common demand" of the audience 

and attempting to impose upon the spectators a more re¬ 

fined taste. Similarly, the prologue to Fletcher's The 

T'onpn Hater sa y a : 

««If there he any amongst you, t!rt come to hear las¬ 
civious Scene", let them depart: for T do pronounce this, 
to the utter diocomfort of ell twopenny rjallery men, you 
shall have no hnwdery in it " 

Knowing rletcher'c penchant for vul"prity, one cannot ac¬ 

cept these euphemistic protestations of chastity without 

reservations. The dramatists did not alwr^rs remain faith¬ 

ful to their commitment? in the prologues. Yet accepting 

Fletcher's prologue to The Unman Hater at its face value, 

we may venture the conclusion thot he, as well as some 

others of doubtful sincerity, ms conscious of a difference 

of taste in the spectra tors, and refused to five the im¬ 

pression that he was catering directljr to such tastes. 

The heterogeneity of public demand disconcerted and 

distressed the Elizabethan playwright who felt hir personal 

conscience violated by such demands. Even Liddleton, who 

so thorou"*hl3r and successfully brought all manner of situa- 
* 

tions on the etan-e in order to Please his audience, com¬ 

plains of such demands: 

"TIow ic't possible to suffice 
So rtany ears, "O many ejrec? 
Some in wit, some in shows 
Ta>e delijht, and some in clothes; 
Come for mirth thew chieflj»- come, 
Some for -narcion, — for both some; 
Some for lascivious meetings, that's their arrant; 
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Some to detract, ^nd ignorance their warrant, 
TTow is’t possible to please 5 
Opinion tossed on such rild seas?" 

he epilogue to 1 iddleton'o Roering ^irle also ejgDresses 

the difficulty in plea^ln^ ^11. Thic epilogue uses the 

ema-le of a painter, who,- accepting criticism and sug¬ 

gestions on every hand, wrought a "vile, monstrous and 

ugly picture:” 

"Such wee doubt 
Is this our comedy. Some perhaps do floute 
The plot, saying: 'tis too thinne, too ineahe, too 

meane, 
Some for the person will reuile the Scoene. 
And wonder, that a creature of her being 
Should bee the subiect of a Toet  
 Others loo'-e 
Tor all those base tricves publish'd in n boo^e, 
(foule as his brainer they flow'd from) of cut- 

pur ''e, 
Of lTipe, and Toycto, nantie, obccoene discourses, 
Ac full of lies, as emptie of worth or vit, 
For any honest eore or eye vnfit. 
And thus, 
If we to euery braine (that's humerouc) 
Should fashion Scennec, we (with the fainter) shall 
In ctriuing to pleace all, Please none at all « 

The prologue to Chapman's Revenge for TIonor complains of 

the same difficulty and frets under the burden of having 

to please such a diverse, and at times perverse, groui of 

spectators: 

"Our Author things 'tic not i'th power of wit, 
Invention, 'rt, 'nor Industrie, to fit 
The several phantasies which in this age — 
ïïith a predominant humour rule the St^ge. 
Some men cry out for Satyr, others chuce 
Teerly to story to confine each Luce; 
lost live no riey, but such as gives large birth 
To that which they -judiciously tern mirth. 
for tril the best worvc with their lii-in^ crown, 
Except »t be grac'd with usrt of foole or clown. 
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Tl'rd and severe'the tns> is then to write; 
So so may nleace es,ch various apnetite, 
Our Author ho "es wel though, that in this Plny, 
He hoc endeavour'd so, he justly may 
rçain liking from you ell, unlesse those few 
*7110 wil dislike, he't ne're so ^ood, so new.11 

Thus the playwright realized that his destiny ms left to 

the doom of the audience. "This is a destinjr to which we 

■bow," says the prologue to Shirley’s The rxamnle. In 

Chanman's All rooles the nrolo^ue admits, 

"To your inspired censure, ever we 
lTuot needs submit, and there's the mistery." 

Drome's nrolojue to The Damoiselle shows the drama¬ 

tist’s dependence unon the nalates of the audience end the 

satisfaction of their exigencies: 

"Readers and Audiento mnve n;ood riajres of Pooka, 
Tis srmetite ma>es Dishec, tis not Cooves." 

The dramatist must satisfy in order to min a livelihood. 

The prologue to The Elder Prothar by Fletcher admits this 

compulsion: 

"'Tis not the hands, or smiles, or common ray 
Of approbation to a well lik'd Flay, 
Te only hone; but tint you freely would 
To th'Author's memory so far unfold, 
And shew your loves and liking to his TTit, 
ITot in your nraise, but often seeing it; 
That beinp the jrand assurance that can cive 
The Poet and the Player means to live." 

Continuous natronarçe and the number of tickets sold, then, 

are the indicators of the popularity of a play, and on the 

receipts taken in at the bo::-office does the dramatist de¬ 

pend. Just as today, the showman regards tioet sales as 
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Trtdeed, Richard Prorne, in the rrolojue to The lVg_niIL£ll,p > 

foe" "O for ^s to "d^it th t 

" Ke doe" not ay^e, 
Co much at r^i^e, as -rnrdon; nor doe® cl^ine 
Lawrell, hut 1 onny; P-yea rill hr’’ no Cac1-, 
nni Honour fillr no hell y, cloaths no hacb. 
.'nd therefore yon my °ee his mine intent 
In his ovme welfare, end 3Tour merriment." 

ïïhat Rrome'c urologue here ao candidlv admits was surely 

the attitude of the other dramatists, who equivocally 

begged apulsuse end srnrobation as the sole retribution 

for their efforts, ^rome’c words afîim the commercial • t- 

titude,of the playwrights in the El iso he thon theatre. 

FnoFin"* their de"tiny ec servants of the p Vblic, fore¬ 

ordained by the tacte and den onde of the audience, hoy did 

the nloyrrri'-htr meet it? The urologues "how the ■nla3rwricrhtr 

pie cine* themselves hunbly before their audience, rirofes^inn 

a deaire to nlease, sometimes convois inin-1* of the neces"it''»’ 

of contradicting the lews of decorum in order to do co, 

end freouently avowing ao their aim the nleopure of the pub- 
t 

lie evobed by chacte and unimpeachable means, refraining 

from immorality and cruditTr. Perhero the blatant imnorolitjr 

of sceneo from come of the nlayc wap not inconsistent with 

the protestations of nurity in the prologues, for the in¬ 

clusion of such scènes may have been due to the dramatist's 

use of them as a mecans for instruction, or merely the re¬ 

sult of his fidelity to contemporary society which he was 

nttewntin"* to nortray to its fulle"t. Whether Feeumont *^nd 
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Fie teller were peedant in including scenes and episodes of 

bawdry and vulgarity is another question. The frequent 

assignations and 'boudoir scenes' in their plays soon be¬ 

came a convention in the drama, and the lustful Icing and 

wanton courtesan, the dèfiled maiden and lecherous cour¬ 

tier established themselves as stock characters after 

Beaumont and Fletcher. These plays reflect the growing 

ôhange in London society and point with portentous direct¬ 

ness to the rapidly approaching Restoration drama. 

That there was a difference between audiences of the 

more common and cheaper playhouses such as the Rose, Cock¬ 

pit and the Bull, and those of the more refined and exclu¬ 

sive Globe and Fortune is evident from frequent utterances 

of the dramatists, and references to the relative quality 

of the plays presented in the two classes of theatres. 

Most likely, those who disliked the noise of the groundlings 

and who could afford the higher admission prices did not 

frequent the playhouses of a less exclusive character. The 

prologue to The Doubtful Heir by Shirley, spoken when the 

play was presented at the Globe, says: 

"Our author did not calculate this play 
For tfcis meridian; the Bankside, he knows 
Is far more skilful at the ebbs and flows 
Of water, than of wit; ....... 
    Oh, now, 
You squirrels that want nuts, what will you do? 
Pray do not crack the benches, and we may 
Hereafter fit your palates with a play: 
But you that can contract yourselves, and sit 
As you were not in the Blackfriars pit, 
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And rill not deaf us with lewd noise end tongues, 
Eecause we have no heart to break our lungs, 
’fill pardon our vast stage, and not disgrace 
This play, meant for your persons, not the place.” 

The Red Bull must have enjoyed ill repute. 

In Jack Drum*5 Entertainment one of the characters says of 

the plays at the Blackfriars playhouse: 

"I'faith. I like the audience that frequenteth 
there, 

With much applause. A man shall not he choked 
With the stench of garlick, nor he pasted 
To the barmy jacket of a beer brewer.” 

The playwright, then, was constrained to surrender to 

the vacillating disposition of his audience. His attitude 

was generally stable and constant. Though he constantly 

dallied with the chameleon-like taste of the public, he de¬ 

fines his attitude over and over again as one which is ever 

characterized by a desire to satisfy the public taste as 
/ 

well as to guide and direct it along more decorous and 

honorable paths. Shirley's prologue to £3t. Patrick for 

Ireland summarizes the general attitude of the dramatist: 

"We should be very happy if, at last, 
We could find out the humour of jrour taste, 
That we might fit, and feast it, so that you 
Tfere constant to yourselves, and kept that true..." 

But such a protestation of unquestioning concurrence with 

taste was not uttered unconditionally. The conscientious 

dramatist could only hope to please, finally, the more judi¬ 

cious and refined of his audience. Shirley's prologue con¬ 

tinues : 

\ 
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"For some have their opinions so diseas'd, 
They come not with a purpose to be pleas'd: 
Or',- like some birds that leave the flow'ry fields, 
They only stoop at tirhat corruption yields." 

The prologue to Dekker's Whore of Babylon implores those 

with such 'diseased opinions' to use: 

" as guides 
Your Iudgement, not your passions; passion slides, 
When Iudgement goes vpright." 

The attempt to guide public taste is echoed by others of 

the dramatists, who placate the judgment of the judicious 

few. The prologue to The Wonder of A Kingdome by Dekker, 

says : 

"Thus from the Poet, am I bid to say; 
He knows what Iudges sit to Doome each Play, 
(The Over-Curious Critick, or the Wise) 
The one with squint; 1 T'other with Sunn-like eyes, 
Shootes through each scoene; The one cries all 

things down 
Tother, hides strangers Fault's, close as his Owne, 
Lasi Those that out of eustome come to jeere, 
(Sung the full quire of the Nine Muses heere) 
So carping, Not from Wit, but Apish spite, 
And Fether'd Ignorance, Thus! 'Our Poet does slight, 
'Tis not a gay sute, or Distorted Face, 
Can beate his Merit off, Which has won Grace 
In the full Theatre; Nor can now feare 
The Teeth of any Snaky whisperer; 
But to the white, and sweetie unclowded Brow, 
(The heauen where true worth moves) our Poet do's 

how : 
Patrons of Arts, and Pilots to the Stage, 
Who guide it (through all Tempests) from the Rage 
Of envious Whirelwindes, o, doe you but steere 
His Muse, This day; and bring her to th'wished 

shore, 
You are those Delphick Powers whom shee'll adore." 

To these "Delphick Powers" and "Pilots to the Stage" many 

of the dramatists appealed. In the Jonsoniam temper, they 
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outwardly ch. llenped and reniliatcd the jnd' 1 ont nnd op¬ 

position of the proimdlin^n and ’nser, unscrupulous coule. 

Thin 07 have tod core effect on thoce obnoriou^ ones 

who wiched to he deseed is the judicious -’nd nnurehemive, 

^nd hence nllnyed oo o of the ^trident opposition end 

criticism. There war certainly an irin^tience with the 

noicy and splenetic multitude on the part of all the drama¬ 

tist?, although all of them were not intolnrant. The dif¬ 

ference between tto more conscientiouc and lesc scrunulour 

lies in the attenoto of the first to ■ lide nnd innrove i1 on 

the porn!ar taste, and in the willin'-ness of the second to 
« 

pive what was mated without onection end resistance. 

The enilo^ue to Fbrd’n The Proven TTe.' rt coyr the 

plajr was written to "nie- re the beet" - 

"’’"here noble judwients and Clear eyes are fir’d 
To proce endenvor, there cits truth, not mir’d 
With ipnomnee; those censures noy command 
belief which taiv not till they understand. 
Let come cay, "This war flat;" ‘-ore, "Here the 

scene 
fell from itc heipht;" another, "That the mean 
T7ns ill observ’d in cueh o prowinp v,a?oion 
As it transcended either state of fashion:" 
"Dut —" nnd there shrnp in silence: yet we 

vnow 
Our writer’s aim in the whole addrest 
’Vll to deserve of an, but plence the best.”' 

The epilogue to rletcher's The Co-room b proclaims the cane 

dependence unon the elect: 

"'Tic ended, but my hones and fears be^in, 
Tor can it be imnuted as a sin 
Tn me to mi"h it favour, if thi'- nldit, 
To the Judicious it toth <iv'n delipht." 

% 



!7e may conclude, then, that the attitude of the play¬ 

wright toward hie audience was characterized by a restive 

concern with approbation, on which his financial success 

depended, and which, as we have seen earlier, motivated his 

entering the profession of playwriting; an impatience with 

the multitude who had not the ability to judge and criticize 

dispassionately and intelligently, and a constant effort to 

conciliate the more cultured and judicious of the audience. 

Though the dramatists resisted the groundlings, they did 

not tahe on the guise of a Jonson and repulse those obnox¬ 

ious spectators unconditionally, for the playwrights were 

showmen enough to include bits of vulgarity and rowdiness 

for their plea.sure. On the whole, we may say that the 

dramatists depended upon the judgment and approbation of 

the refined and judicious, they respected their opinions, 

and were satisfied to write for an audience that was not 

overwhelmingly and idealistically judicious, but whose 

standard of judgment and taste was not unreasonably and 

ridiculously low. 



CONCLUSION 

We hare been engaged ip a study of the relation be¬ 

tween the playwright aa&l&idience in the Elizabethan 

theatre. In order to understand the Elizabethan character, 

we began with a delineation of the spirit of the Elizabe¬ 

than age; we have sought out the streams and cross-currents 

of influences flowing into England about the middle of the 

fifteenth century, invigorating its people and enriching 

their character. We have seen how these influences modi¬ 

fied and quickened the popular taste, which, emanating 

from indigenous tradition and culture, was in the process 

of evolution toward its final maturity, eventually manifested 

in the Elizabethan theatre, and influencing so profoundly 

the drama represented there. 

We have considered the Elizabethan as playgoer, ob¬ 

served his actions in the theatre and his attitude toward 

plays. After having defined and characterized the genius 

of the Elizabethan, his attitude toward the theatre and his 

behavior in it should not appear to be unusual. Realizing 

that the theatre served a manifold function in the life of 

the Elizabethans, we should be able to understand the inti¬ 

mate relationship which they formed with it. The public 

was fickle end erratic. We know that the audience was fre¬ 

quently riotous and implacable, as depicted in Gayton’s 



account of a representative and common occurrence in the 

playhouses. Yet we do not judge them too stringently, for 

we remember that Shakespeare^ was able to educate them to an 

appreciation of his greatest dramas — those which are 

most wdifficultM for our modern closet-drama enthusiasts to 

apprehend •— and, that, although the spectator^ salient 

deficiency was his complete want of critical acumen with re¬ 

gard to literary standards, he was endowed with sentience 

enough to reject as alien and un-English the drama written 

according to foreign rules and tastes, which Jonson attempted 

to impose upon him. 

The Elizabethan dramatist depended almost wholly upon 

the tastes of his audience; his independent artistic convic¬ 

tions counted for very little. Generally, his tastes were 

the same as those of the spectators, and Conformance did not 

go hard with him. We have seen that Ben Jonson represents 

an exception to this statement, and that other playwrights 

such as Marston, Dekker, and Chapman frequently assume a 

Jonsonian attitude toward the audience. But the objections 

of these less radical playwrights must be taken as sporadic 

proclamations of impatience with a wearying and seemingly' : 

incorrigible audience, and as having been directed toward 

the baser and more vulgar members who came only "for sight,*•; 

or who, like Polonius, could appreciate only a bawdy tale 

or a merry jig. 



neither playwright nor spectator came to the theatre 

with preconceived ideas concerning laws and principles of 

dramaturgy, or dramatic propriety. As for the playwright, 

he created his plays according to his instinctive artistic 

convictions, and his sense of 'good theatre', both of 

which were conditioned and determined by the traditional 

conventions and tastes established early in the history of 

the drama in the pla.ys of his predecessors. The dramatists 

Were not completely oblivious to or ignorant of the classi¬ 

cal precepts, because some of them, as we have seen, re¬ 

mark that adherence to the examples of the ancients is im¬ 

possible in the Elizabethan theatre; the tastes of the 

audience and their dramatic education precluded and forbade 

it. 

The spectator came to the theatre with definite tastes, 

but he did not hold to them so obstinately that they could 

not be altered and improved, refined and developed by the 

power of the dramatist. Thus we find the dramatists in¬ 

variably conforming to popular taste, yet frequently attempt¬ 

ing to direct its improvement. 

The dramatists were men with more than a modicum of 

greatness. With the characteristic independence of their age, 

they wrote according to their own feelings and in conformance 

with the tastes of their patrons; they learned the laws of 

dramaturgy empirically-. Some few of them were sincere 
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rrticts writing out of a rrofonnd feelin^ for art and life; 

a pree t number of them capitulated ^lavishly and. without 

the slightest conjunction to low popular demand, and a con¬ 

siderable number of them were men with nothing more th n 

“the talent for nritiny," in Sainte Peuve’s words. 

On the whole, then, the •oublie taste was not inordinate¬ 

ly low, and the dramatists T"ere satisfied if they concurred 

with it to a successful decree. They seem to have consistent 

ly placated the more intelligent end Judicious of their 

audience, end we have reason to believe that they -'ccented 

the judLpment of this rroup as the standard of approval. 

Those playwrights who scorned the vul_/ir popular taste did 

so in an attenet to better it. 

The dramatist writes for a varied audience. It ic not 

his office to appeal to a limited or select ^roup, nor his 

prerogative to write down to other proues in order to save, 

himself and camouflage his deficiencies, but his duty ic to 

touch the better parts of ell to. greater and nobler issues. 

^e have found both tj^aes of drametists in the Elizabethan 

theatre, and perhaps the most characteristic trait of the 

Elizabethan playwrights is their ability to do both. They 

had an audience which would respond obliyin^ly to either 

method of writing. 
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